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INTRODUCTION 

In the process of English language teaching, amongst the academics, scholars and English 

language teachers there is a rising and growing tendency around the concept of creativity and its 

pedagogical usage in the teaching and learning language process of the English language. This 

tendency - as it is discussed elaborately in the omnibus volume edited by Alan Maley and Nik 

Peachey with the title of Creativity in the English language classroom – is the phenomenon in 

which teachers feel the need for placing greater emphasis on the encouragement of creativity 

ТnЯolЯОd Тn thО EnglТsh languagО classroom both Пrom thО tОachОrs’ and Пrom thО pupТls’ sТdО; 

thОsО tОachОrs and acadОmТcs do not Уust ‘ПООl’ thТs nООd but thОв gТЯО ЯoТcО Пor thОТr rОalТгatТon 

as well. However, this phenomenon is expanding every day gaining more and more attention 

from the educators of foreign languages it is still in its infancy, especially in the Central and 

Eastern European countries where strict syllabuses often serve as constraints in the field of 

developing learner creativity. 

Paying respect to expanding creativity-oriented teaching and English language teaching, 

this study aimed to demonstrate the apparent and hidden advantages of the adaptation of 

creativity-oriented education in teaching and learning English language; furthermore, its purpose 

is also to obtain some valuable pieces of information about the present situation of this kind of 

creativity-oriented education in Transcarpathia: to investigate  the possible presence, 

connections, appearance of creativity-oriented English language teaching and learning, putting 

the emphasis mainly on learner creativity.  

The given thesis is divided into three parts. The first part of the given paper is theoretical 

attempting to fold out the definitions, characteristics and different aspects of creativity in general 

as well as the creativity involved in the process of the English language learning and teaching 

poТntТng out that dОЯОlopТng studОnts’ crОatТЯТtв plaвs an ОssОntТal rolО in the teaching job in 

modern society [26]. 

The second part of the given study aims to compile a limited but still considerable 

number of activities and routines which can be used successfully within the English language 

classroom regarding these tasks' potential feature of providing the opportunity to the students to 

call alive their creativity while engaging them. 

ThО thОsТs’ thТrd part contaТns a rОsОarch conductОd amongst thО studОnts of 9th, 10th, 

11th classes of a Hungarian high school in Transcarpathia involving thО school’s EnglТsh 

language teachers as well using the research method of triangulation. During the research phase 

of the paper, the selected methods are questionnaire survey, interview, and classroom 

observation, in order to make possible the collection of both qualitative and quantitative data. 
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The hypothesis of the thesis is that within the English language classroom learner creativity 

gains little potential and does not play an essential role. 

FurthermorО, onО oП thО studв’s main goals is to seek answers to the following questions: 

to what extent are the students aware of the importance of creativity, and what the degree of 

which the students use their own creativity in their everyday life and within the classrooms. 

Creativity is a keystone of language usage. Trough having creative tasks done by the 

students, a skill of vital importance is practiced: the creative thinking. This creativity-oriented 

way of education continuously is emerging as an evident factor in education and especially in 

language teaching concerning the academic world and educators as well. 

In Transcarpathia - and Ukraine as well -, the research field of learning creativity in the process 

of English language teaching is untouched. There is not any known similar research carried out 

in Transcarpathia. 
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PART 1– THE DESCRIPTION OF THE CONCEPT ’CREATIVITY’ 

1.1. The notion of creativity 

Creativity is a quality which manifests itself in many different ways, and this is one of the 

reasons it has proved so difficult to define [22].  

AccordТng to Dr. Fodor Lпsгlя, thО tОrm oП crОatТЯТtв аas ТntroducОd Тnto psвchologв bв 

Gordon Allport, when wanted to label one of the formations of personality which is more 

complex than certain abilities, attitudes or temperaments. That expression was at that time rather 

blurred and in a sense inaccurate. J. P. Guilford was the one who defined the psychological 

notion of creativity in a way that aroused attention with introducing the concepts of divergent 

thinking and convergent thinking. Guilford held that creativity is the manifestation of the above 

mentioned divergent thinking in situations that require problem-solving abilities [12]. 

Convergent thinking is concurrent, merging thinking that can only give one right solution while 

divergent thinking is atypical, disparate, diverse and diverging, that creates associative networks 

between the concepts and can afford a great variety of solutions. As reported by Guilford, 

intelligence is based on convergence thinking at the same time creativity is based on divergent 

thinking [10]. 

The exceptional complexity of creativity results that it can be examined in numerous 

ways - mystical approach, pragmatic approach, psychodynamic approach, psychometric 

approach, cognitive approach, social- and personal-theoretical approach [11]. There is not one 

correct, academically accepted definition to describe it. Thus it is difficult to find an inclusive 

definition [22]. There are numerous kinds of explanations, apprehensions, and approaches 

connected to the research of creativity [10]. Though, creativity - that has its origins in cognitive 

psychology [24] - bears a common component in itself that is easily observable in almost every 

frequently encountered definition which is the connection with novelty [10]. The core idea of 

'making something new' is at the heart of creativity [22]. As Feldhausen and Westby stated, 

creativity is an ability to generate new ideas, solutions, plans, when confronted with a specific 

problem. This novelty has a reference to the character and disposition of creativity by means of 

which in the given field of the pursuit useful product come into existence that is formed on new 

thoughts [10]. 

It has been suggested that creativity, or as it is also termed, divergent production [12], is 

viewed as a composite of intellectual abilities. As above mentioned, creating original and clever 

ideas is not the only expression of creativity - thinking 'out of the box', coming up with fresh, 

divergent responses, new solutions to problems, or ways of looking at problems [27]. Creating 

something new as a result of changing or building on an existing idea has also given us many 
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new works of art, new inventions, new content, new artifacts, new appliances, new technology, 

new tools [3]. Realization of new, original and valuable combinations can be given expression 

by building on former, prior elements [10]. So that creativity can be brought alive by 

discovering, finding something that has always there but was unnoticed. Newton did not create 

or invent the phenomenon of gravity - he discovered it [22]. It takes a creative person to see that 

a nuisance might be a potential for doing something never done before [36]. 

Creativity can be approached from different directions: like psychic phenomenon, mental 

process, or as an activity that creates concrete product, like a creative process, or as the product 

of the human activity of which main characteristics are the originality and novelty as well as 

usefulness and significance for society [10]. 

Creativity also bears social importance. The proof of this is the fact that all of the 

achievements of sciences and technology, as well as pieces of art,  are the result of human 

creativity. We can state that everything that humankind built, bred, created, composed or formed 

is the fruit of creativity. Building on that, creativity represents an essential value of humanity that 

is why it constitutes a prime pedagogical-educational aim [10]. 

In contrast with the former belief that creativity is the preserve of a privileged elite - 

people who possess exceptional abilities, talents, who are geniuses and who produced 

momentous detections and innovations in the fields of sciences or technology - today it is a 

generally accepted standpoint that new ideas - however, may sometimes originate in a flash of 

inspiration without previous knowledge or information, but that is not the usual way we create 

[3] - everybody can possess the skill of creativeness in some extends, in certain fields and with 

showing itself on certain levels [10]. 

As a result, everyone has the capacity to exercise creativity [32]. However, not everyone 

will own the big 'C' creative genius of an Einstein, a Picasso or a Mozart, everyone can exercise 

what is known as the little 'c' creativity, which is actually inherent in language itself. Extending 

right across all age ranges, all levels of competence, all teaching contexts and all geographical 

regions, creativity applies equally to teachers as well as learners; it is universal, though its 

utterances may be specific and local [22]. And this belief or assumption carries quite increased 

pedagogical ponderosity since this viewpoint means that creativity can be developable in 

children to a certain extent; creativity is a basic human characteristic of which components exist 

in every individual and it is the task of schoolmastery, training, parenting and nurturing to 

explore, interpret and develop personally [32]. 

In circumscribing creativity, it is necessary to denote and to treat as key elements the 

following aspects: the possibility of recognition, reception, preservation and evocation of 
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information; recognition of correlations between the pieces of information; the ability of: 

grabbing the connections, realization of relations, practical usage of the already available pieces 

of information, finding new and unaccustomed things on the grounds of prior experience [10]. 

Discursively, describing the notion of creativity is an extraordinarily complicated, 

peculiar mental structure [32], human and personal quality embodied from several procedures 

and skills, in a sense, holding the possession of uncanny inheritable basics. With the help of 

creativity, we can create connections between beforehand gained, isolated observations, 

knowledge, and concepts objectivating in advanced, unique, interesting thoughts, unusual ideas 

and theories and products that are proved to be of high value considering the advancement, 

betterment of quality of life [10]. 

Guilford and Torrance were pioneers in creativity research and measurement [24]. 

Guilford demonstrated and proved that the traditional intelligence tests measure basically the 

abilities of convergent thinking [11]. Guilford worked out tests of divergent thinking and 

problem-solving. Torrance adapted and expanded Guilford's tests and developed the verbal and 

figural versions of Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (TTCT) [24]. Torrance's test reflects the 

persons' solutions in four main indices which are fluency, flexibility, originality and elaboration 

[11]. These four components are the production of ideas (fluency), production of different 

ideational categories (flexibility), production of unusual ideas (originality), persistence in 

providing details (elaboration). These tests are the most commonly used measures of creative 

ability [24]. 

1.2. The features of creativity 

JudТt FОhцr Тn hОr studв FОaturОs oП crОatТЯТtв prОsОnts Пour ПОaturОs oП crОatТЯТtв oП аhТch 

presence, according to her, necessary in order to run a creative activity in the classroom. These 

features are imagination, purpose, originality and value [7]. 

• ImagТnatТЯО - creative thinking is imaginative as it brings about something that did not 

exist or was not known before, so it had to be imagined first. In art, it can be easily seen, but 

science and technology are also full of imagination [7]. 

• PurposОПul - creative imagination has a purpose, an objective, which can be a great 

variety of things from opening a bottle of wine without a corkscrew to saving the life of cancer 

patients by finding a cure [7]. 

• OrТgТnal - the feature of originality highlights that creativity has individuality built in it. 

As a plant growing out from a seed, creativity grows out of the individual thus it is characteristic 

of the individual, too [7]. 
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• OП ЯaluО - the last feature says that the product or result has to be of value, how it serves 

the purpose. Also, the purpose itself is needed to be judged as well [7]. In a wider sense, we can 

differentiate constructive or  'good creativity' and 'bad creativity' for a new product can be of 

negative value, lacking the social value which is a vital keystone in the whole process of 

developing and encouraging creativity through which the society can be developed and improved 

[10]. 

1.3. The factors of creativity 

The factors of creativity are determined by the researchers as Guilford and Torrance are still 

valid and accepted today. These factors are: 

• BОТng gОnОrallв rОactТЯО and sОnsТtТЯО to problОms - one can easily and quickly behold 

the diverse, concealed, not evident, ambiguous problems [32]; 

• FluОncв - the abundance of generated thoughts, ease of production of ideas and making 

associations [10]; producing lots of ideas [3]; 

• FlОбТbТlТtв - using varied, further approaches, finding out highly different ideas in the 

process of solving a problem [10]; producing ideas of various types [3]; 

• OrТgТnalТtв - central characteristic of creativity referring to the ability to give absolutely 

innovative, unique, rare and uncommon solutions that are utterly different from others' [10]; 

producing clever and original ideas [3]; 

• SвnthОsТгatТon - the organizing the thoughts into broad systems, networks or circles that 

are continually growing becoming more and more complete and unified; 

• ElaboratТon - it has its role in the process of filling up the details building up whole 

structures from the pieces of information that are accessible [10]; building on and embellishing 

existing ideas [3]; 

• AnalвгatТon -  cogitative operation with of which help the divergent structures can be 

separated in order to bring on new ones; 

• RОdОПТnТng - conceptualization of things that is contradictory to the traditional ways; 

special explanation and/or utilization of things in pursuance of new goals; 

• ComplОбТtв - the ability of operation with great amounts of diverse thoughts at the same 

time that is coherent; 

• EЯaluatТon - determining the value of the new ideas; 

These factors can effectively lead the educator's work when he/she is trying to activate 

some domains, subfields of creativity or develop some sub-skills of creativity [10]. 
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1.4. The characteristics of a creative individual 

The investigations focusing on creativity followed three main directions: the nature of the 

creative thinking, developing creativity, exploring the characteristics that are typical of 

creativity. The personality traits proper to creativity is well known today as a result of 

investigating the acknowledgedly creative persons and those who achieved outstanding results. 

As follows, a couple of attributes is listed - without hierarchy - which was enumerated in Fodor's 

study named The creative personality: - express thirst of knowledge; - intense curiosity; - strong 

intellectual urge; - being reactive to stimuli; - overall autonomy; - good self-confidence; - 

perseverance; - diligence; - sense of duty;  - initiative; - independent way of thinking; - physical 

and mental activity; - emotional stability; - nonconformity; - the ability of living the experience 

of the 'flow' [4]; - preference of complex inducement, staggered or intriguing problems; - 

affectation of ambiguity and doubtfulness; - spontaneity, resourcefulness, inventiveness; - 

intuition; - willingness to hypothesize; - commitment to the task; - metacognition; - individual 

point of view and good penetration; - logical thinking; - divergent thinking; - the absence of 

conformity; - openness to unexpected and strange situations; - attitude of novel questioning; - 

being urged to solving and creating problems; - impetuousness, enthusiasm, involving of the self; 

- analytical, prescinding, synthetic, generalizing skills [10]; lateral thinking; flexible thinking; 

high productivity; high originality; variety of solutions; independence of view [3]; 

1.5. The psychological and pedagogical conditions of developing creativity 

Leaning on the ascertainment that creativity is not a privilege procured by succession, the level 

of creativity can be developed by various practicing programs. So that it can be stated as a 

psychological fact that creativity within an individual can be improved, encouraged and 

stimulated by adequate pedagogical methods in childhood just as in adulthood [10]. 

The worth of a person in the greater sense is measured by of one's contribution to the 

positive growth, advancement, and development of society, humanity as a whole. Bearing in 

mind the above mentioned, it is vital how innovative and critical is the members of society's, the 

individuals' way of thinking; and to what extent they possess resourcefulness and imagination. 

The society does not just require but clamor from schools for doing as much as possible in favor 

of the development of creativity. Creativity is of vital importance in the self's edification and at 

the same time, it is the precondition of social creativity which means that it is crucial for society 

and culture [10]. 

This development of creativity is not an easy pedagogical task but an immensely 

compound and poly-dimensional challenge.  
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The education of today prefers the conformist attitude, the attitude of mind which 

represents the thinking style that exactly corresponds with the rules. Pupils are expected to learn 

the knowledge, definitions, algorithm, formulas, the only possible answers; they are expected to 

be dutiful, obedient who carry out the same routinish tasks without a word and who recall the 

learned lesson word for word. There are a lot of teachers who does not appreciate those solutions 

differing from the traditional ones. This attitude eventuates that the important components of 

creativity cannot gain the stimuli which bring about the advance of it, the creative traits do not 

receive reinforcement and cannot fix into the learner's personality [10]. 

The educational system changes the majority of students into gray, adaptive, who can 

only think in schemes and patterns (Rogers). Unfortunately, the tasks that can be accomplished 

routinely foster only the memory and convergent thinking. They turn away from the activation of 

productivity, fantasy, intuition, discovery, investigation, free task and creative inclination. This 

pedagogical practice is not equivalent to the expectations of today's society where people every 

day have to face unknown, unexpected, odd problems in which cases it is necessary to notice, 

define the problem, to mobilize previous knowledge and to be able to  recognize the possibilities 

of right solutions and to be able to choose the most proper one [10]. 

The development of creative skills claims the educational organization that is based on 

the activity centrism or activity orientation. In this orientation, the most efficient methods are 

founded on games, game-like activities [10]. 

In point of fact, the methods of the development of creativity are founded on cultivating 

the factors of creativity: the educational strategy of making explore - forms of activity which 

require co-operation, project-making, research-based models, procedures of problematization. 

These activities contain: brainstorming (Osborne Alex); synectics, 6-3-5 (W. J. J. Gordon); 6-6 

(Philips) [10]. 

The process of developing creativity as a specific scholastic task can happen during 

classes, through the adaptation of school subject materials, through doing tasks and solving 

problems or with extra-curricular programs (competitions, training) and in some cases with the 

help of differentiated instruction, special programs [10]. 

We need to progress heading toward the constructive, 'good' creativity which refers to the 

compliance and subservience to the greater serviceability that looks at the extent of 

conduciveness regarding the aggregate civilization and humanity - the goal is to create products 

that bear importance in the perpetuance, survival and further progress of society (not to the 

interest or passion of the individual) [10]. 
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1.6. Engaging creativity in the English language classroom 

As it was already discussed, creativity in the language classroom is not limited to the gifted but it 

is something that any teacher can try to apply. Actually, creativity is an endangered species in 

the current model of education with its institutional, curricular and assessment constraints [20], 

intense focus on testing and measurement, and the love-affair with efficiency expressed in 

statistical terms and quick results [22]. It should not be something which is reserved for a 

specific part of a course or a lesson but integrated into every aspect of our classroom practice and 

at every level of our learners' experience [20].  

1.6.1. Why is creativity important in the process of teaching a foreign language? 

Among English language teaching professionals, creative thinking has been a recent concern. 

This is very much in line with the move away from an over-reliance on methods and approaches 

as an answer to effective learning and towards a focus on the mental processes that lead to more 

effective learning of languages. A mutual positive connection has been observed since language 

acquisition can benefit from activities developing this aspect of higher order thinking, just as 

creativity itself benefits from language use and L2 learning opportunities [3]. 

Linguistic creativity is so much part of learning and using a language that it tends to be 

taken for granted. Improving of student self-esteem, confidence and self-awareness, enhanced 

sense of self-worth all are the expectable consequences or results of the use of creativity which 

also feeds into more committed and more effective learning as well as the positive side-effect of 

learning community: co-operation, sharing and valuing of other's contributions become a natural 

part of the way things are done [22]. 

To answer the question of why creativity is so important in the process of teaching a 

foreign language to take a look at Carol Read's list about the Development of creative thinking in 

the primary ELT classroom [27]: 

- increases children's engagement and motivation in studying a foreign language; 

- makes language learning enjoyable and memorable; 

- gives children a sense of ownership and a feeling of success; 

- allows for divergent responses; 

- promotes children's ability to think  in a flexible way; 

- provides a personalized challenge; 

- develops qualities such as patience, persistence, and resourcefulness; 

- provides a basis for the development of more sophisticated, conceptual and abstract 

creative thinking in future; 
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- encourage children that they can improve their performance and achieve better 

outcomes through their own effort, and hard work [27]; 

Creativity in the process of teaching foreign language has incommunicably large variety 

of positive and decisive impacts. As well as for those involved in the teaching profession, 

undergoing some focused training in developing their own creative thinking skills will enhance 

their potential for dealing with the problems of daily teaching and find new ways of making their 

approach to teaching more exciting and stimulating, the tasks of planning lessons and materials 

easier and more effective [3]. 

The goal of language learners almost everywhere is to be able to communicate ideas, 

thoughts, and feeling in a new language. We learn our first language naturally in contrast with 

the hard work and struggles of the acquisition of a second language. In language learning 

classrooms the chance to remember what it was like to be creative as children can be provided by 

the teacher in order to help learners of all ages to discover not only words, grammar structures 

but that mentioned the goal of knowing how to communicate [28]. 

1.6.2. The role of the teacher 

The most important part of the classroom is the people in it: learners and teachers [28]. There is 

no need of expensive equipment to stimulate the latent creativity of students. In a sense, the less 

we have, the more we make of it. No classroom lacks the single most important resource that is 

the human beings with their richly varied personalities, preferences, and experience [22]. 

Teachers should not have been equipped only with the techniques and knowledge needed 

for the classroom, but also with a set of skills which will sustain them in their own development 

[3]. 

Teaching is not an exclusive creative process but neither is it merely a set of repeated 

action sequences. It is based on knowledge, professional understanding, technical know-how and 

the personal qualities of the teacher. This knowledge is synthesized, filtered, interpreted and 

translated into teaching which process is extremely complex involving higher-order thinking. 

Creativity involves responding to the learners in the moment; without developing creativity, 

teachers might be replaced by robots [3]. 

The development of creativity in schools require a [10] teacher, educator and facilitator 

[28] with special pedagogic mentality and attitude; special  knowledge about the concept of 

creativity, the character of the creative process, the attributes of a creative person; a teacher who 

can apply special educational and training methods [10];  who can sometimes give the learners 

the chance to take over for a time; who can create an atmosphere in which true learning begins to 

take place where creative ideas can spring, and experiment with the language is possible to the 
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learners just as in the case of learning our first language; who can reach that an element of fun 

comes into the classroom; who can create situations in which the learners can contribute, initiate, 

control and create what happens in the classroom [28]; who owns an ability to respond in the 

moment to the unpredictability [22].  

A high-level teacher-student relationship is also necessary that: encourages the fantasy, 

spontaneity and improvisation; does not suppress the novel learner ideas; rests on mutual respect, 

acceptance and understanding [10]; a relationship which is a kind of partnership in the learning 

process through which the teacher also learn a lot from the learners [28]. 

It can be stated that fostering learner creativity is a vital role for any teacher, as doing so 

can help learners to develop predictive, analytical, critical and problem-solving skills, to develop 

confidence and to develop self-esteem, more importantly - for a teacher of a second language - 

help to achieve the affective and cognitive engagement vital for language acquisition as well as 

helping learners to understand language and to use language for effective communication 

themselves [33]. 

Naturally, comes up the question that can at all creativity be taught? What is for sure is 

that creativity can be tacitly learned even if it cannot be explicitly taught. Students are unlikely to 

learn it unless teachers demonstrate their own commitment to creativity, and offer their student a 

richly varied scale of creativity practices [22].  

Teachers of EFL need to be creative in order to encourage their students to be creative 

too [33], they need to be inspired to allow their creativity to flourish and to foster it in others 

[20]. Acting as role models, teachers need to practice creativity themselves, engaging the same 

activities as learners do. Dismissing the teacher-control persona, teachers should be part of the 

group, not being someone who is above it or outside it. Actually, creativity in the classroom 

should be judged by what the teacher makes it possible for the student to do [22]. 

The practical requirements, views, advisements for teachers of fostering creativity: 

 • thОв must maximize the chance of every student taking part; 

• thОв should bО aаarО oП thО Пact that paТr and group аork arО ЯОrв Тmportant; 

• an ОmpathОtТc aаarОnОss oП thО charactОr oП mОdТa and matОrТals aЯaТlablО [36] is 

crucial; however, an ingenious use of the media or materials is normally not enough; it has to be 

combined with ways of engaging the students: 

- challenging them: to identify something difficult to identify; 

- inviting them: to hypothesize, create and share; 

• shoаТng вou carО about thО contОnt oП thОТr contrТbutТon morО than thО language forms 

[36];  
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• encouraging children that they can improve their performance and achieve better 

outcomes through their own persistence and hard work - one way this can be achieved is through 

constructive feedback and praise, which focuses on the effort children make to be creative rather 

than on their talents [27]. 

Medium and material mean everything available for the teacher. Seeing the potential in 

any medium or material which is around us and perhaps, unused, not even considered. The 

teacher is the first medium and resource in teaching [36]. The voice, body of teacher are also 

tools in his/her hands.  Little attention is given to the use of voice in language teacher training 

while the teacher can significantly increase communicative clarity and expressiveness by giving 

more value to the characteristics of the voice as a rich medium rather than a mere articulating 

device for words. Voice can be used to help listeners to hear the words you are saying and to 

hear them as well as understand the added feeling implied by the way of using. Considering that 

the teacher's job started the moment the children saw him/her, the body also owns 

communicative power in itself being a powerful communicator of meaning and expressing while 

explaining things, telling stories [36].  

Though some teachers feel reticent about sharing stories from their life experiences with 

their students, storytelling is also a huge medium, a way of making language meaningful and 

memorable. As well as not to use the deep, rich and free resource as drama, music, stories, song, 

charts, poetry and dance in language teaching is a tragic waste [36]. Or it is also important to use 

coursebooks as a resource rather than follow it as a script by opening up the closed activities for 

example [33]. 

One way to create fresh activities which engage the students so that the language 

associated with the classroom activities is experienced rather than only studied is the task of the 

teacher [33]. 

Teachers' ability to be creative however should not be taken for granted because they are 

expected to generate creative activities for their learners. Yet teacher training courses do not 

usually include any objectives that would help trainee teachers to develop this necessary aspect 

of their cognitive make-up [3]. 

Unfortunately, syllabuses do not seem to include objectives such as 'helping trainees 

develop their creative thinking skills', or any other thinking skills or cognitive abilities. A trainee 

teacher is probably seen as a mature person who comes to a course and to the profession with all 

these abilities and strategies already in place [3]. 

The lack of creative thinking skills in an educator needs immediate attention. In the 

absence of creative thinking, teachers: may be unable to develop flexibility in their thinking, and 
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are unable to respond to the unpredictable and unexpected, to deal with learner difficulties as 

they arise and to think of good solutions quickly; may be unable to do much more than follow a 

course book without appropriate changes to make the material more accessible to their learners; 

these teachers tend to become more and more dependent on the ideas of others - promoters of 

different approaches and methods, coursebook writers, teacher educators, article writers, and the 

authorities in general; they may become completely unable to develop their own independent 

thinking, their own philosophy of education and, thus, unable to make their own decisions and 

solve problems in their own way [3]. 

1.6.3. The learner as a resource 

The people being the most important part of the classroom, learners have great significance in 

the conformation of the classroom activities or of the whole process of teaching. Therefore, 

learners should not be thought of as empty vessels to be filled with knowledge, but as fertile 

fields which can be cultivated and harvested [28]. 

Learners bring knowledge of other cultures and languages to the class which can be 

exploited with a variety of activities demonstrating both creativity and innovation. They should 

only get the space necessary for this demonstration to express freely their ideas, allowing them to 

verbalize their feelings and emotions as well [28]. 

Learners have much more power than may be realized. If teachers feel after a class that it 

went well it is because of that learners enjoyed it, made progress, were engaged and motivated 

and positive atmosphere was felt in the classroom. A teacher-focused lesson cannot incorporate 

the advantages of interaction but can easily turn into a mere lecture. Some of the teachers tend to 

forget that the learners are not in the classroom to learn the language but to discover what they 

can do with it [28]. 

Significant changes can be taken place and in the process of fostering learner creativity 

only by realizing that learners are people who can contribute appreciably to what goes on in the 

classroom; or it may be the first step toward creativity [28]. 

1.6.4. The adequate environment 

The individual creativity tightly connects with the child's general environment and the nature of 

kindergarten's and school's learning atmosphere. Regarding education, it is highly important to 

know that how inspirational and creative-friendly this environment is since the development of 

creativity in schools requires adequate classes, school environment and atmosphere [10]. The 

atmosphere which is different from traditional classrooms [28]. 

The features of creative-friendly environment include: openness, positive exemplariness, 

guidance, giving assistance, encouragement, support, acceptance, assurance of the right degree 
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of freedom, sense of humour, empathy, positive evaluation, stimulation of fantasy, atmosphere of 

trust, creation of game-like situations,  absence of rigid control, ignoring of negative abreaction 

and rejection of threat [10]. 

However, creative thinking cannot be purchased, downloaded or guaranteed it can be 

fostered with the right environment. Developing individual conceptual frameworks for 

understanding and interpreting the world also means encouraging individuals to have the 

confidence to question dogma and traditional views, to possess the courage to make new 

associations without fear of the opinions or cynicism of other's [35]. 

Tessa Woodward in A framework for learning creativity highlights the importance of 

environment which can help to establish a positive state of mind by being conducive to the 

learners' doing, making, adapting and creating. Designing the environment by improving it with 

simple steps: adjusting the temperature, lighting, airflow in order to be more pleasant; use of 

coloured paper; bringing in plants, posters, calming/inspiring colours, smells, sounds, objects; 

use the wall  for display; import flip charts or cork boards [35] 

A creative activity necessarily brings about instability, that way it is more unpredictable 

than other activities. This is why creating a relaxed classroom environment is essential [8]. 

By establishing a classroom environment in which the development is fostered from the 

start, the experience of learning another language is considerably enhanced. Through the 

integration of creative thinking in English lessons, children develop relevant cognitive skills 

(observing, questioning, comparing, contrasting, imagining an hypothesizing) that they need in 

all areas of the curriculum. And metacognitive skills such as an ability to evaluate and reflect 

critically on their own performance and learning outcomes [27]. 

1.6.5. How to employ creativity in the English language classroom? 

According to Tessa Woodward, a creative lesson is that which involves on or more of the 

following: spontaneity, music, color, variety, fun, humor, movement, personal meaning, 

unpredictability, the balance between challenge and security [35]. 

Chrysa Paalazarou stated that integrating creative activities in English language teaching 

is encouraging learners to practice creative thinking which is a significant element in language 

learning that lies behind personal growth and the improvement of culture and society [25]. 

1.6.5.1. Creativity in the English classroom 

JudТt FОhцr Тn hОr studв CrОatТЯТtв Тn thО languagО classroom starts аТth ansаОrТng thО quОstТon 

that why creativity is important in language classrooms. The answer is actually a list containing 

elements that show the answer. First of all, language use is a creative act for we transform 

thoughts into language that can be heard or seen and we can produce sentences and even long 
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texts that we have never heard or seen before. Then, until mastering the language, the students 

will need those compensation strategies that are used for making up for lack of language in a 

communicative situation  (miming, drawing, paraphrasing used for getting the meaning across) 

which methods are highly connected with creative and often imaginative ways of expression. 

Furthermore, Judit states that there are people who cannot learn at all if they are not allowed to 

be creative if they have to practice the language without a real content, purpose, outcome or even 

a product. According to her experience, most people become more motivated, inspired or 

challenged if they can create something of value, which makes them feel that in some ways it 

reflects who they are. Creative work in the language classroom can also lead to genuine 

communication and co-operation since they use the language as a tool to do the creative task. 

Moreover, creative tasks enrich classroom [6]. 

1.6.5.2. Obstacles that block creativity 

It has been already argued that psychologists and educators believe that some creative potential 

exists in all human beings [32], although it may be dormant or 'blocked'. These blocks are 

obstacles in the process of fostering creativity within teaching. The first and most basic effort 

toward creativity is to wipe out this obstacle blocking its free flow to the learners. It is also a 

problem to which teachers have to face and of course it is again on of the teacher's task to 

dissolve these holdbacks [3]. 

These blocks are of the various kind:  

• blocks crОatОd bв thО socТal ОnЯТronmОnt - an educational system based on 

memorisation and rote learning does little to enhance creative potential. Parents who frown upon 

any creative tendencies may be another cause for blocks to the creative thinking process. The 

attitudes of employers, professors and parents may stifle creativity. In traditional educational 

settings, logical, analytical thinking is much more appreciated than trying to be creative [3]. 

• blocks crОatОd bв thО ТndТЯТdual - self-generated blocks; 

- strategy blocks (the wrong strategy is selected or no strategy is available); 

- values blocks (the individual has certain beliefs and holds on tightly to them to the point 

of rigidity creating a negative mind-set that makes them unable to accept a new set of values 

even if it is a reasonable to do) [3]; 

- perception blocks (solutions to problems other than those relating to the teacher's 

immediate reality are ignored) [3]. 

- self-image blocks (the individual is convinced they are too old or net clever enough to 

do certain things, therefore no attempt is made to find other creative or innovative solutions to 

existing problems: the teacher is not confident enough to try out any of the numerous other ways 
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of teaching vocabulary [3]. thinking that because of we are not creative men in the high art, we 

must therefore not be creative geniuses, that we do not have to do anything, not even try [35]; 

These blocks are not only connected with cognitive processes but with values and beliefs, 

as well as emotions [35] and self-perception, so there is a need for working not only on creative 

thinking but all other factors [3]. 

1.6.5.3. What is the essence of creativity? 

Arthur Koestler describes creative thinking as ‘doublО-mТndОd’ thinking or as a ‘transТtorв 

state'. Opposed to this ‘doublО-mТndОd’ creative thinking he describes ‘sТmplО-mТndОd’, ‘routТnО 

thТnkТng’ [17]. The key elements of creative thinking are the presence of two ways of thinking 

and the transition between them. Koestler also points out the unstable, disturbed nature of the 

creatively functioning mind [17]. 

Humour is the easiest entry point to understanding what double-minded thinking 

transition mean. (Patient: "Doctor, doctor, what can I do, my little boy has swallowed my 

pen?"Doctor: "Use a pencil till I get there.") [8]. 

To add the element of creativity to ordinary classroom activities, we need to add the 

element of transforming, transition, shift or change between two things [8]. 

Transitions may be possible in a language learning activity: 

• TransПormТng pОrsonalТtв 

This is something that often happens and can be easily set up in a language classroom. 

(role-play, scene, writing a diary entry or a letter from another person, talking as a person in a 

picture or a story, to transform an object into a person or a person into an object). 

• ShТПtТng poТnts oП ЯТОа 

(Ranking exercise can be given the added element of transition, using dichotomies like 

pros and cons, positive and negative, advantages and disadvantages) 

• Changing the degree of freedom 

We can give students maximum freedom first then impose limitation/constraint on them.  

• TransТtТon Пrom thО knoаn to thО unknoаn 

(Describe something that is not known or understood by matching it with something 

similar and well known.) 

• ShТПtТng gОnrОs or mОdТa 

Students change prose into drama, poetry into prose, letter into the interview, they act out 

a song as a drama, etc. 

• TransТtТons bОtаООn thО аholО and Тts parts 
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Learners guess the article from the headline, a whole picture from a part of it, a story 

from the illustration or words taken from it, the caption from the cartoon, the end from the 

beginning, etc [8]. 

Setting up activities in a way that some sort of transition between two ways of thinking, 

is taken place reinforce the open-endedness of the creative activities and educate our learners to 

tolerate ambiguity [8].  

Other tips for using creativity in classrooms are 

- Three-phase creative cycle: 

• ThО ПТrst phasО Тs practТcО: аО can practice being creative by trying out the ideas as 

practТcО mОans doТng; • thО sОcond phasО is reflect: thinking about what we have done - to allow 

wait-time after questions and answers, allow thinking time and silent time; and time to review, to 

question, take notОs; • thО thТrd phasО Тs rОlaб: aПtОr practТcТng and rОПlОctТng аО haЯО to rОlaб bв 

taking a break or doing something different [35]; 

- Considering the use of Venn diagrams, scales, steps, fishbone diagrams, lists, mind 

maps, collages, sticky or magnetic notes that can be moved, posters displayed on walls, clay 

models, photos, physical tableaux [35]. 

 - adapting coursebook activities in ways which can foster creativity - by opening up the 

closed activities so that they invite a variety of personal responses instead of requiring all the 

learners to give the same correct answer [33]. 

In conclusion, divergent production seems to respond positively to some issues that show 

that using creativity in English teaching worth it: 

- materials can be put to new use in more effective and stimulating ways; 

- materials and lesson design becomes easier and more varied, as the teachers can come 

up with more than one solution to the problem of what to include at each stage; 

- it is easier for teachers to see new ways of changing existing material to fit in their aims, 

learners, and teaching context; 

- teachers produce more ideas, and some of them can also be quite ones; 

- teachers are no longer 'slaves' to one or another method but may be better able to 

evaluate, select and be eclectic in a principled way [33]. 

1.6.6 Creativity and the productive language skills 

The traditional division of language skills into productive and perceptive skills basically defines 

in some extends the measure of the possibilities of crОatТЯТtв’s prОsОncО Тn thО EnglТsh languagО 

classrooms. Productive skills, including speaking and writing skills, obviously can serve more 

lТkО thО hОlpТng companв consТdОrТng studОnts’ crОatТЯТtв. SТncО Тn pОrcОТЯТng thТngs arО dОПТnОd 
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mainly by external conditions, productive activities allows using onО’s oаn crОatТЯО mТnd, 

imagination, resourcefulness. Building on that, what fundamentally can foster teachers in their 

ОППorts to call out thОТr pupТls’ crОatТЯТtв arО thО tasks Тn thО ПТОlds oП speaking and writing 

activities [15]. 

1.6.6.1 Writing 

Peter Lutzker in his study makes the argument that creative writing offers various possibilities to 

encourage and support the individual development of each of their pupils which development is 

not only with rОspОct to languagО lОarnТng but thО pupТls’ oаn broadОr sОarch Пor mОanТng Тn 

thОТr lТЯОs. ThТs crОatТЯО аrТtТng’s ПТnОst potОntТals lТО Тn thО dООplв human nООd to lТstОn and tОll 

stories, which stories form and shape the imaginative, emotional life of a child, as well as the 

development of thought and self [19]. 

The stories help children to learn about their world and to be able to reflect on their own 

knowledge. So that, encouraging children to write stories is profoundly important since it has an 

enormously sТgnТПТcant ОППОct on thО chТld’s dОЯОlopТng sense of self [5]. 

Creative writing in a foreign language has substantial implications in learning a foreign 

language. Furthermore, learning to express oneself creatively is a highly individual process 

hailing from imaginative and emotional life, requiring stimuli and motif for the desire of to 

explore, to find out, to search, to go beyond the traditional way of teaching and learning [19]. 

According to Maley, creative writing is normally considered to be the production of texts 

which have an aesthetic rather than a purely informative, pragmatic purpose. Texts, as in the 

forms of poems, stories, letters, journal entries, blogs, essays, travelogues, etc. However there is 

no straight line between creative writing and expository writing, creative writing texts draw more 

heavily on intuition, close observation, imagination, and personal memories.  One of the main 

distinguishing characteristics of these texts is a sort of playfulness engaging with the language, 

which stretches its rules to the limit in an atmosphere that is guilt-free, and where risk is 

encouraged [21]. 

There are plenty of benefits of creative writing for learners: it aids language development 

at all levels: grammar, vocabulary, phonology and discourse; it requires learners to use the 

language in interesting ways in attempting to express uniquely personal meanings; while they 

necessarily and avoidlessly engage with the language at a more intense level of processing than 

with most expository texts [21]. 

As Maley states, a key characteristic of creative writing is a willingness to play with the 

language: in L1 acquisition, children encountered with the language and used it in the form of 

rhythmical chants, rhymes, word games, and jokes. This is a playfulness that survives into 
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adulthood so that many social encounters in our actual everyday life are characterized by 

language play. L2 learners are encouraged to play with the language in creative writing 

activities: there need to be a playful element that encourages playing creatively with the 

language, during which pupils take the risks without which learning cannot take place in any 

profound sense [21]. 

This creative writing method allows learners to realize that they can write something in a 

foreign language that has actually never been written by anyone else before, experiencing a pride 

Тn thОТr oаn products and also a Уoв Тn thО ‘Пloа’ oП the process [4]. 

Finally, another positive outcome of creative writing is that it feeds into more creative 

reading, the development of aesthetic reading skills, providing a better understanding of textual 

construction. 

1.6.6.2 Speaking 

In acadОmТa, thОrО Тs a dТППОrОntТatТon bОtаООn tаo kТnds oП crОatТЯТtв: thО lТttlО ‘c’ and thО bТg 

‘C’ crОatТЯТtв. GrОat pТОcОs pП art, lТtОraturО, drama, musТc - these outstanding products are 

obviously created by unbelievably creative people which make us think that creativity is 

ОбcОptТonal, pОrsonal gТПt. ThОsО ОбtraordТnarв achТОЯОmОnts’ crОators bОar thО so callОd bТg ‘C’ 

creativity. But there are less spectacular instances for creativity which actually are nevertheless 

equally remarkable – these are addressed in the scholarly dТscussТon as lТttlО ‘c’ crОatТЯТtв [29].  

Mastering the art of speaking is the single most important aspect of learning a second or 

foreign language and success can be seen in terms of the ability to carry out a conversation in the 

language.Learning to speak in a second or foreign language will be easier when learners are 

actively engaged in attempting to communicate. Learners learn to speak by speaking. It is, then, 

thО tОachОrs’ role to give our students opportunities to speak English more spontaneously and 

creatively. Teachers must always remember that they have to achieve in their students the ability 

to interact freely with others. To do this well, the most difficult task for the teacher is to know 

how to effectively bridge the gap between skill – getting and skill-using. Skill-getting 

emphasizes the understanding of the way the language operates while skill- using emphasizes the 

use of the code for expressive and purposeful communication. Given that communicative 

competence is one of the most important goals of a language classroom. The teacher has to 

emphasize what communication is about: that is sending, receiving, interpreting messages 

depending on the context, negotiating meaning [1].  

JürgОn Kurtг Тn hТs studв FostОrТng and buТldТng upon oral crОatТЯТtв in the EFL 

classroom ЯОrв ОбplТcТtlв clarТПТОs hoа rОmarkablО Тs lТttlО ‘c’ communТcatТЯО crОatТЯТtв and oral 

spontaneity in foreign language learning by an example for the presence appearance of that 
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communТcatТЯО crОatТЯТtв.  ‘WhОrО Тs thО dТrtв baskОt?’ – asked one of his primary EFL students 

аho trТОd to ask Пor thО rubbТsh bТn. JürgОn Kurtг hТghlТghts that hoа clОЯОr thТs studОnts’ guОss 

was because she managed to get her message across, while she stretched her own vocabulary to 

its limits. He also states that good teachers have to be alert to and pay attention to all kinds of 

lТttlО ‘c’ communТcatТЯО crОatТЯТtв occurrТng Тn class and thОв also haЯО to bО prОparОd to 

respond adequately at the very moment. This improvised speaking or spontaneous 

communicative creativity in performance is vital to target language development and growth as 

well. He also declares that, however, in order to facilitate and acquire target language 

communicative competence, foreign language teachers also need to be able to create windows of 

opportunity for flexible, creative, and partially improvised target language use on a regular basis. 

He also points out that for teachers to wait for the emergencО oП lТttlО ‘c’ communТcatТЯО 

creativity and oral spontaneity is not enough, and more importantly, not effective enough. The 

tОachОr’s ЯОrв Тmportant task Тs to possОss thО nОcОssarв know-how to design attractive learning 

environments that can help nurturО lТttlО ‘c’ oral crОatТЯТtв Тn EFL classroom ТntОractТon. 

Empowering learners of foreign languages to communicate increasingly freely takes time and 

patТОncО. JürgОn Kurtг marks out that casО-study research carried out in EFL classrooms in 

Germany proved that learners are more likely to participate actively, creatively and 

autonomously, if they are offered with appealing communicative scenarios or frameworks for 

partly self-directed target language use. This means that teachers need to be prepared for errors 

and they have to accept these errors and mistakes as a natural part of the overall learning process 

[18]. 
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PART 2– A COMPILATION OF ACTIVITIES THAT ENCOURAGES LEARNER 

CREATIVITY 

The first part of the given paper attempted to fold out the definitions, characteristics and different 

aspects of creativity in general as well as the creativity involved in the process of the English 

language learning and teaching pointing out that developТng studОnts’ crОatТЯТtв plaвs an 

essential role in the teaching job in modern society [26]. 

The second part of the given study aims to compile a limited but still considerable 

number of activities and routines which can be used successfully within the English language 

classroom regarding these tasks' potential feature of providing the opportunity to the students to 

call alive their creativity while engaging them. 

As it was already discussed, developing children's creativity has not only many benefits 

for language learning but for developing broader educational objectives, attitude, and values. 

Whatever the age and level of children might be, there are several 'pillars' designed to help 

teachers establish a classroom learning environment in which creativity can flourish [27]. 

For example, Carol Read in her study Seven pillars of creativity in primary ELT provide 

us with realistic and practical ideas to follow: how to build up positive self-esteem using 

activities which help children to develop a positive sense of identity; how teachers can be model 

creativity themselves; how to teach children taking responsibility for their decisions by offering 

them choice; how to use questions effectively; how to teach students make connections and see 

relationships between things generating ideas and fostering creative thinking [27]. So that the 

following chapter's goal is to list a number of concrete activities that can and should be 

employed by teachers in order to serve children's creativity. However, these tasks demand a huge 

investment of thought and energy on the part of the teacher it increases students' motivation and 

involvement in the learning process forming a kind of virtuous circle that again boost's teachers' 

commitment. The first steps may seem to be difficult e.g. children lack the willingness to 

experiment and explore, or lack the confidence to tolerate ambiguities and take risks. Although, 

it is the teacher's task to spend time and effort to change this negative, flat attitudes to help 

students gain self-assurance, enthusiasm [23]. 

These activities show how exciting teaching children can be. Considering project-based 

learning for example, teachers can reach all students and get them engaged in many different 

ways, thus giving them the sense of ownership of their learning by making them lifelong 

learners, developing critical thinking and problem-solving skills as well that they will need as 

soon as they walk out of the classroom into the real world [30].  
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Similarly rewarding can be the usage of communicative language teaching and co-

operative learning taking advantage of learners' fantasy and imagination, encouraging them to 

take chances [28]. 

To mention some of the most popular and enjoyable activities: 

- Warm-ups and games: can be used at the beginning of the lesson or when the class starts 

to lose concentration. These activities help enrich vocabulary, practice grammar structures and 

improve pronunciation [16]. 

- Truths and lТОs: thОsО arО ‘gОttТng to knoа Оach othОr’ gamОs; thОв can also bО usОd to 

reinforce vocabulary [16]. 

- NОЯОr haЯО I ОЯОr: thОsО arО also ‘gОttТng to knoа Оach othОr’ gamОs; thОв can also bО 

used to introduce or practice the present perfect as well [16]. 

- Chain story: it uses improvisation in creating a story [16].  

- Surprise me: a vocabulary practice activity in which the students have fun while making 

surprising sentences with given words [23]. 

Regarding that creativity of pupils can be brought to life in the field of speaking and 

writing, the following compilation of tasks are divided into three main groups according to what 

skills the given activity incorporates: writing skills, speaking skills, or both writing and speaking 

skills. A lot of what can be said about developing speaking actually applies to developing 

writing, too. These two fields are so close to each other in these terms that creative speaking 

activities can often be run as creative writing activities and/or followed up by a  writing activity 

[10]. Although, the aforesaid three main point of view defines the grouping of the tasks the 

activities bear/can bear much more benefits as: practice even the most unpopular grammar 

structures; activate passive vocabulary; they can lead to acquisition of new vocabulary; they can 

lead to personal and social development of the students; they can lead to the development of 

their linguistic skills [16]; they can empower foreign language learners to communicate 

increasingly freely [18]; by using dramatics, practise the language they are learning in a real 

context [30]. 

The exemplary activities presented in this chapter are creative and improvisational 

fostering teachers to break old patterns and embrace spontaneity and unpredictability as essential 

parts of everyday classroom interaction in order to establish a learning culture in the EFL 

classroom which is less teacher-dominated, scripted, pre-arranged and mechanical [18]. 

2.1 Activities incorporating writing skills 

Activity 1: Self-esteem fan 

Aim: to help children to develop a positive sense of identity. 
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Level: primary ELT  

Materials: as many sheets of A4 or A5 paper as the number of students. 

Procedure:  

• ThО tОachОr gТЯОs Оach chТld a shООt oП papОr and asks thОm to Пold thО papОr 

concertina-style to make a fan. They should have as many folds as letters in their first name. 

• ChТldrОn thОn should аrТtО thО lОttОrs oП thОТr namО at thО top oП Оach sОctТon oП thО Пan. 

They should think of a positive adjective about themselves, which starts with each letter, and 

write the adjective vertically on the fan, e.g. Helena - Hardworking, Enthusiastic, Lively, 

Energetic, Nice, Active. 

• AПtОr that, chТldrОn comparО thОТr Пans and saв аhв thОв haЯО chosОn thО adУОctТЯОs, О.g. 

I think I'm hardworking because I always do my homework. 

• ChТldrОn can ТllustratО and color their fans. The teacher can display the fans and also use 

them or refer to them whenever children need to be reminded of their positive characteristics 

[27]. 

Activity 2: Self-assessment dictation 

Aim: to encourage critical reflection. 

Level: primary ELT 

Procedure:  

• ThО tОachОr asks chТldrОn to makО thrОО columns Тn thОТr notОbooks and аrТtО 'вОs', 'so-

so' and 'no' at the top of each one. The teacher explains the meaning of 'so-so' by using gestures.  

• Then the teacher dictates sentences, e.g. I worked hard./I co-operated./I worked alone./I 

used dictionary. 

• ChТldrОn lТstОn and аrТtО thО sОntОncОs Тn thО column thОв thТnk applТОs to thОТr аork. 

Then they compare and talk about the results [27]. 

Activity 3: Looking ten times two 

Aim: this routine asks students to slow down, observe and think about words or phrases 

to describe what they see. It encourages them to go beyond obvious descriptions. 

Materials: any kind of artwork. 

Procedure:  

• ThО tОacher introduces the source material. Students are asked to take the following 

steps: 

- look at the image quietly for thirty seconds; 

- make a list of ten words or phrases about any aspect of what they see. Share them with 

the rest of the class; 
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- repeat step one and two. Look again and try to make a list of ten more words or phrases. 

Share them. 

• It Тs usОПul Тn gОnОratТng dОscrТptТЯО languagО bОПorО a аrТtТng actТЯТtв. DОpОndТng on 

the level of the pupils, the teacher should be flexible with the number of words and phrases. This 

activity works best as a Whole-class brainstorming activity [25]. 

Activity 4: My day so far 

Aim: to write a short narrative about the day's events. 

Level: pre-intermediate and higher. 

Language practiced: past simple. 

Materials: pictures of objects, or actual objects like pen, computer, mobile phone, camera, 

etc. 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr dТsplaвs thО pТcturО or obУОct, thОn asks studОnts to аork Тn paТrs and 

choose one object. 

• AПtОr that, studОnts arО askОd to аork ТndТЯТduallв. They should think of all the things 

that the object might have done during the day with giving the time limit of five minutes to write 

as many things as they can think of, e.g.: a pen: lay on the desk, wrote a love letter, drew a 

picture, ran out of ink. 

• ThОв should comparО thО lТsts Тn paТrs and usО thО ТdОas to аrТtО a short narratТЯО oП thО 

object's day. Pairs can read the narrative out and the others should guess the object [13]. 

Activity 5: OЯОrhОard Тn a caПц 

Aim: to report overheard dialogues. 

Level: pre-intermediate and higher. 

Language practiced: reported speech, said, asked, replied, etc. 

Materials: circa eight numbered art portraits of men and women; small pieces of paper 

each bearing a number from one to eight, the number of these pieces of paper should be equal to 

the number of students. 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr dТsplaвs thО portraТts and tОlls thО pupТls that thОв arО Тn a caПц and thОsО 

are the people they can see around them. 

• ThО tОachОr passОs around thО hat and gОts Оach studОnt to takО a numbОr makТng surО 

that every member of the pair has a different number. 

• ThО studОnts arО asked to look at the picture with that number and to imagine:  

- Who is their character? (Name, job, married, town/country they live in) 
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- think of three adjectives to describe them 

- what are their hopes and fears? 

- what do they worry about? 

- What is on their mind at the moment? 

• ThО tОachОr puts studОnts Тn paТrs, asks thОm to ТmagТnО thОв arО sТttТng Тn thО caПц and 

they can overhear the conversation between the two characters. 

• AПtОr that, studОnts arО askОd to takО a pТОcО oП papОr and аrТtО a rОport of the 

conversation. When they have finished, get the pairs to share the conversations with another pair. 

They should try to identify the two characters [13]. 

Activity 6: Letters and words 

Aim: to help students realize how many words of a certain kind they already know. 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr asks studОnts (ОТthОr ТndТЯТduallв or dТЯТdОd Тnto groups) to аrТtО as manв 

different words as possible that start for example with M and end with G in two minutes, e.g. 

morning. 

• ThО tОachОr chОcks thО hТghОst numbОr oП аords producОd. 

• ThО tОachОr sharОs somО ОбamplОs studОnts haЯО producОd аТth thО class. 

• ThО tОachОr dТscussОs dТППОrОnt tвpОs oП аords (О.g. nouns, ЯОrbs, adУОctТЯОs). 

(In this activity, it is important to realize that our choice of the letters is essential. It can 

influence the success of the activity making the task extremely difficult [31]. 

Activity 6: Letters and sentences 

Aim: to show students barriers that might influence their learning. 

Procedure: 

• ThО teacher asks students to write as many different sentences as possible where given 

аords start аТth thО lОttОrs ‘I, S, A, W, J’, Тn tаo mТnutОs. I… S… E… W… J… (О.g. I startОd 

eating with Julie). 

• ThО tОachОr chОcks thО hТghОst numbОr oП sОntОncОs produced. 

• ThО tОachОr asks studОnts аТth thО hТghОst numbОrs oП sОntОncОs to sharО thОТr ОбamplОs 

with the rest of the class. 

• At thО Оnd, togОthОr thОв dТscuss thО rОasons that haЯО prОЯОntОd othОrs Пrom producТng 

more sentences [31]. 

Activity 7: Synonyms 

Aim: to help students focus on synonyms. 

Procedure: 
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• ThО tОachОr dТЯТdОs thО class Тnto groups. 

• ThО tОachОr asks thО studОnts Тn groups to аrТtО as manв sвnonвms Пor a partТcular аord 

(e.g. say) as possible in two minutes. 

• ThОn thО tОachОr chОcks thО hТghest number of synonyms produced and writes all the 

synonyms students have produced on the board. 

• At thО Оnd, thОв togОthОr dТscuss thО dТППОrОncОs bОtаООn thО sвnonвms, thОТr meaning, 

and use. Students can be asked to try to use the synonyms in sentences. 

This activity may be used particularly when some students of the class tend to repeat one 

word in their speaking or writing continuously [31].  

2.2 Activities incorporating speaking skills 

Activity 8: Circle time 

Aim: to help children to develop a positive sense of identity; to personalize learning; 

foster a sense of security and belonging; encourage social skills as listening to others, turn-

taking, cooperating and showing respect for views which are different from their own. 

Level: primary ELT 

Material: a soft ball or another item. 

Procedure: 

• ChТldrОn sТt or stand Тn a cТrclО haЯТng a soft ball or another item round the circle and 

complete a sentence. The sentence can relate to a text, topic, story or personal feelings and be 

graded appropriately to the age and level of the children, e.g. I like..., I feel happy/sad/angry 

when..., I think the story is...  

• ChТldrОn onlв spОak аhОn Тt Тs thОТr turn, and thО can saв 'Pass' ТП thОв haЯО nothТng to 

say, or use their mother tongue if they need to [27]. 

Activity 9: Word tennis 

Aim: to reinforce children's sense of personal competence as well as listening and turn-

taking skills. 

Level: primary ELT 

Material: an imaginary ball or real ball. 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr dТЯТdОs chТldrОn Тnto paТrs. 

• OnО chТld prОtОnds to sОrЯО an ТmagТnarв ball and saвs, О.g. I'm good at sТngТng. ThОТr 

partner pretends to hit the ball and says, e.g. I'm good at swinging. The pairs continue taking 

turns to say sentences about what they are good at in the same way as long as possible. 
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• At thО Оnd, chТldrОn rОport back to thОТr partnОr to chОck ТП thОв rОmОmbОr, О.g. You'rО good 

at... They can also tell the class, e.g. Marco is good at.../We're both good at... [27]. 

Activity 10: Red or blue 

Aim: to change the mood as a warmer, closing or revision activity; to allow children 

opportunity for a personal response to familiar vocabulary 

Level: primary ELT 

Procedure: 

• ChТldrОn stand Тn thО mТddlО oП thО classroom. TОachОr saвs tаo аords Пrom thО samО 

category or lexical set, e.g. 'red... blue...' and point to either side of the room. Children then 

should go to the side of the room of the color they prefer. After that, children should talk to each 

other and explain the reasons, e.g. I've got a red bike./My favorite T-shirt is blue.  

• ThТs can bО rОpОatОd аТth another vocabulary, e.g. dog/cat, hot/cold, milk/fruit juice, 

sweet/salty, swimming/cycling [27]. 

Activity 11: Random associations 

Aim: to encourage children to make connections, see relationships between things. 

Level: primary ELT 

Material: small pieces of the card; a bag or hat. 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr аrТtОs аords that chТldrОn knoа on small pТОcОs oП card and put thОm Тn a 

bag or hat.  

• ChТldrОn takО turns to takО thrОО cards at random Пrom thО bag or hat and makО a 

sentence or story that connects the given words on the chosen cards. Objects can also be used 

instead of cards [27]. 

Activity 12: How many ways? 

Aim: to develop flexible and inventive thinking and to extend children's vocabulary in an 

enjoyable way.  

Level: primary ELT 

Material: everyday objects (paperclip, plastic cup, peg or ruler, pen) 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr choosОs an ОЯОrвdaв obУОct, О.g. a rulОr. ChТldrОn аork Тn paТrs and 

brainstorm all the different things they can use the object for. They form sentences such as You 

can use a ruler as a sword. If necessary, they can use a dictionary. They can also draw pictures to 

illustrate their ideas [27]. 
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Activity 13: Creative observation 

Aim: to encourage creative thinking and an awareness of how images, particularly in 

advertising, can influence us and our feelings. 

Level: primary ELT 

Material: pictures, photos. 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr asks thО pupТls, О.g. What doОs thО ТmagО makО вou thТnk oП? Hoа doОs Тt 

make you feel? Why?  

• As a follow-up activity, children should take digital photos with the intention to 

encourage a particular response, e.g. to make their classmates feel hungry. Children take turns to 

share their images and invite responses and conclude if the responses are the same or different to 

desired ones [27]. 

Activity 14: See think wonder 

Aims: to stimulate students' interest and curiosity. 

Materials: a painting, photo, object, video, an excerpt of text. Almost anything that can 

encourage observation. 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr ТntroducОs thО sourcО matОrТal. StudОnts arО askОd to rОПlОct on thО 

questions:  

- What can you see? 

- What do you think about it? 

- What does it make you wonder? 

Students can work individually, in pairs or in groups. Before sharing their ideas, they can 

take notes [25]. 

Activity 15: I tell your story 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr asks thО studОnts thО ПolloаТng quОstТon: Who has a good memory? Invite 

that pupil who raised his/her hand (if there were more than one then the teacher chooses one) to 

stand face-to-face with the teacher. 

• ThО tОachОr ОбplaТns that hО/shО Тs goТng to tОll hТm/hОr a storв. ThТs storв Тs a short 

one-minute personal story about something that happened since they last saw each other. 

• AПtОr thО tОachОr ПТnТshОd thО storв, ТnЯТtОs thО studОnt to tОll thО storв Тn thО samО аaв 

(using the first person I) - same emotions, same face, same gestures, same facial expressions, 

same voice and same words as well. 
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• ThО othОr studОnts haЯО to lТstОn carОПullв Тn sТlОncО and notТcОs thО sТmТlarТtТОs and 

differences. Once the student retold the story, together with the class, they discuss the 

differences. Then the teacher asks the other students to award the student with a percentage 

grade according to how similar his/her storytelling was. 

• ThТs actТЯТtв can bО donО аТth small groups as аОll [15]. 

Activity 16: Problem stories 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr tОlls thО storв bОhТnd a problОm that Тs on his/her mind and finishes it by 

asking the students 'What should I do?' In pairs, the pupils have one minute to listen to and 

remember the advice that their partner would give. In the end, students reply their partner's 

advice to the teacher. 

• ThТs actТvity can be done with two groups as well. One member of A group tells the 

story behind one of his/her problems while one member of B group is listening. Then the B 

partner tells the heard story to another member of A group who will give his/her own advice 

which advice is to be returned by the B partner to his/her original storyteller partner [15]. 

Activity 17: What's the lie? 

Aim: to encourage students to listen to each other by challenging them to work out 

whether their classmates are telling the truth or not; to generate attentive listening supporting the 

speakers and giving them more confidence in their ability to communicate creatively. 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr lОt thО studОnts know that he/she is going to tell them a short story that is a 

true personal story but one detail will be a lie. 

• ThО tОachОr tОlls a storв that happОnОd sТncО hО/shО last mОt аТth thО pupТls and do 

his/her best to hide that one false detail. 

• AПtОr lТstening to the teacher, students in pairs discuss what could be the lie. 

• ThО tОachОr ТnЯТtОs thО studОnts to tОll thОТr guОssОs. WhОn all thО guОssОs arО told, thО 

teacher reveals the lie. 

• StudОnts Тn groups аТth thrОО mОmbОrs takО Тt Тn turns and tОll their recent stories while 

the other two are listening then guessing the false detail. At the end, the teacher finds out who 

was the best liars and whose stories were the most interesting ones [15]. 

Activity 18: Whose loss? 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr choosОs a thОmО and prepares to tell a short true anecdote. The theme is 

'losing things'. The teacher then elicits and write up some suitable common collocations to 
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complete a phrase starting with 'I lost...'. It can be finished by e.g. some money, a book, my keys, 

my phone, my glasses etc. After that, the teacher tells the students a short anecdote about 

something he/she once lost, using the following prompt questions: 

- What did you lose? 

- When did this happen? 

- Where were you? 

- Who were you with? 

- What was happening at the time? 

- How did you lose it? 

- Who lied to you? 

- How did you lose it? 

- When did you realize you had lost it? 

- How did you feel? 

- What did you do? 

- Did you find it again? 

- If you did how did you find it? If you did not when did you stop looking? 

- How do you feel now when you remember this experience? 

• ThО studОnts Пorm paТrs. ThО tОachОr saвs: 'You are going to tell your partner a true 

story about something you once lost. Before you start, think about the answers to the questions 

above [15: 48].’  

• ThО tОachОr tОlls thОm to lТstОn to thОТr partnОr's storв Тn ordОr to rОmОmbОr thО dОtaТls 

setting a time limit of five minutes for both partners to tell their stories. 

• WhОn thО paТrs haЯО ПТnТshОd, thО tОachОr saвs: 'In a moment you are going to choose 

one of those two stories. Both of you are going to tell the same story to other students as if it 

happened to you. You want to make them believe you. they are going to guess whose story it is. 

One of you will be telling your own true story. If you are telling your partner's story, you will 

probably need to change a few things to make us believe it could have happened to you. OK, you 

have got three minutes to decide which story to tell and to learn it from your partner [15: 48].' 

• WhОn thОв arО rОadв, thО tОachОr asks Оach paТr to sТt ПacТng anothОr paТr and saвs to 

them: 'Listen to the same story told by two different people and then you can ask them both a few 

questions before you guess whose story it is that you have just heard [15: 48].' 

• AПtОr ПТnТshТng thО actТЯТtв, studОnts can Пorm nОа groups and rОpОat thО actТon. FТnallв, 

the teacher invites them to say how they managed to identify the students who were lying and 

who proved to be the best liars [15]. 
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Activity 19: Personal story questions 

Aim: to develops student's creative thinking and prediction skills, build anticipation. 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr choosОs a topТc and announces the title of a two-minute personal story that 

he/she is going to tell within that topic. For example, with the topic of whether the title can be 

'The day our house flooded'.  

• BОПorО thОв lТstОn, thО tОachОr asks thО studОnts to ПТrО hТm/hОr аТth quОstТons about thО 

story for one minute. The teacher mentally notes these questions but does not answer them yet 

with which he/she focuses the attention of pupils. 

• AПtОr a mТnutО, thО tОachОr ТmmОdТatОlв tells the story with incorporating as many 

answers to the students' questions as the teacher can. Then the teacher points out that he/she 

incorporated the answers in the story.  

• ThО samО procОss can bО rОpОatОd аТth thО studОnts bв groups oП thrОО [15]. 

Activity 20: Find my picture home! 

Material: five or six landscapes with the sizes of A3. 

Procedure: 

• The teacher puts the landscapes on the walls so that everyone can see them. 

(Alternatively, slideshow can be made as well.) The teacher assigns a letter to each picture. 

• ThО tОachОr asks studОnts to mОntallв choosО onО oП thО landscapОs and ТmagТnО that 

they live in there. Considering these questions: Who are they? What is their life like? What do 

they do? Are they lonely or do they live in a family? Are they rich or poor? etc., students are 

asked to mingle and chat about their lives in the role of the person they imagined. They must not 

say which picture they are from. As they talk to each other, they try to match the people they talk 

to аТth thО pТcturОs and аrТtО doаn thО pОrson’s rОal namО аТth thО lОttОr sТgn oП thОТr pТcturО. 

• ThО tОachОr chОcks together with the class how they matched people to pictures; he/she 

asks them if they liked their life in the picture and why/why not [9]. 

Activity 21: Name game 

AТm: Тt Тs a ’gОttТng to knoа Оach othОr’ and Яocabularв gamО; hОв hОlp ОnrТch 

vocabulary, practice grammar structures and improve pronunciation. 

Procedure: 

• StandТng or sТttТng Тn a cТrclО, thО studОnts ТntroducО thОmsОlЯОs, addТng to thОТr namО 

an adjective which begins with the same letter as their name. (The can add something that they 

like as well.) Example: - I’m ЯТctorТous VТctorТa. - I’m ambТtТous AlТcО. 

• ThТs could bО a good bОgТnnТng Пor a dОscrТptТon oП a ПrТОnd, classmatО [16]. 
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Activity 22: Never have I ever 

AТm: Тt Тs a ‘gОttТng to knoа Оach othОr’ gamО; Тt aТms at ТntroducТng or practicing the 

present perfect as well. 

Procedure: 

• SТttТng Тn a cТrclО, studОnts takО turns to saв thТngs thОв haЯО nОЯОr donО. ThО gamО 

begins with students raising one hand so that the others see five fingers. Then students take turns 

to say sentences containing things they have never done in their life before. It could be 

somОthТng lТkО ‘NОЯОr haЯО I bООn to England.’ IП thО othОr studОnts haЯО donО that, thОв haЯО to 

drop one finger, now having four fingers up and one down. 

• StudОnts should bО ТnstructОd by the teacher that their sentences have to be true and they 

should thТnk oП thТngs thОв haЯОn’t donО but thО othОrs mТght haЯО done because their aim is to 

make the other students drop their fingers while they keep theirs up in order to stay in the game 

as long as possible. 

• ThО gamО Оnds аhОn all studОnts haЯО droppОd all ПТngОrs and thО аТnnОrs arО thО last 

students to have any fingers showing [16]. 

Activity 23: Chain story 

Aim: to practice improvisation. 

Procedure: 

• SТttТng Тn a cТrclО, Оach studОnt adds onО sОntОncО to thО storв, аhТch can bО basОd on a 

beginning given by the teacher. Or they can develop an alphabet story (first sentence beginning 

with A, second with B, and so on), or a fortunately/unfortunately story (each sentence beginning 

alternately with the words fortunately/unfortunately) [16]. 

Activity 24: Surprise me! 

Aim: it is a vocabulary practice activity; the students have fun while making surprising 

sentences with given words. 

Materials: cards with vocabulary that needs practice; a bag. 

Procedure: 

• ThО cards arО put Тn a bag. 

• Each studОnt pТcks a аord and makОs a surprТsТng sОntОncО аТth thО gТЯОn аord. 

• AltОrnatТЯОlв, thО studОnts can dТscuss thОТr аords Тn groups and crОatО surprТsТng 

sentences together [23]. 

2.3 Activities incorporating both writing and speaking skills 

Activity 25: Odd one out 

Aim: to foster children to make connections and see relationships between things. 
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Level: primary ELT 

Procedure: 

• ThТs actТЯТtв tвpТcallв has no rТght ansаОrs.  

• ChТldrОn ТdОntТПв an odd onО out accordТng to anв crТtОrТa thОв can thТnk oП. For 

example, if children have been learning about fruit grows, the activity can be done using five 

flashcards, e.g. strawberry, melon, pineapple, grapes. Children take turns to identify an odd one 

out by forming a sentence reasoning their choice [27]. 

Activity 26: Comparative moments 

Aim: to foster children to make connections and see relationships between things; to use 

simile developing flexible thinking skills. 

Level: primary ELT 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr gТЯОs chТldrОn sОntОncОs to complОtО, О.g. A lОsson Тs lТkО a candв 

because.../A school is like a playground because... Alternatively, children choose words and 

create their own similes, e.g. Homework is like a dessert when you aren't hungry [27]. 

Activity 27: Mind maps 

Aim: to foster an open, creative mind-set; to explore, experiment and play with ideas. 

Level: primary ELT 

Material: 

Procedure: 

• WrТtО thО namО oП thО topТc Тn thО center of the board, e.g. 'Lion' and three initial 

headings to guide the children's thinking, e.g. appearance, where/how they live. Choose one 

heading at a time, listening to the children's ideas the teacher adds them to the map.  

• Sub-headings can be added, e.g. color, size, African, etc. Children then can use the mind 

map to write a description of the animal or make their own mind map about another animal of 

their choice [27]. 

Activity 28: Step inside: perceive-believe-care about 

Aim: stepping inside a character, it helps stimulate empathy by deepening their 

understanding of the other's perspective. 

Materials: an event portrayed in a work of art, photograph, a story the class has read, a 

video. 

Procedure:  
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• ThО tОachОr ТntroducОs thО sourcО matОrТal. Students are asked to step inside, place themselves 

within the situation and imagine they are a person from the source material. From this 

perspective the teacher asks them the following questions:  

- What do you perceive/see/observe/understand?  

- What might you believe/know/think?  

- What might you care about? 

• StudОnts can аork ТndТЯТduallв, Тn paТrs or Тn groups - it depends on how many ideas the 

teacher wants to generate [25]. 

Activity 29: What makes you say that? 

Aim: students have to share their ideas about what they see, read or hear; they have to 

back them with evidence. It encourages them to understand alternatives. 

Materials: works of art, photographs, poetry, reading. 

Procedure:  

• ThО tОachОr ТntroducОs thО sourcО matОrТal. StudОnts arО askОd to reflect on the 

questions:  

-What is going on?  

- What makes you say that? 

• ThО quОstТon ' What makОs вou saв that?' should not sound lТkО a challОngО or tОst but a 

genuine interest. Students can work individually, in pairs or in groups - it depends on how many 

ideas the teacher wants to generate [25]. 

Activity 30: Colour symbol image 

Aim: to capture the essence of ideas they explore in the selected source materials; to 

make connections and develop their metaphoric thinking. 

Materials: a story, a poem, a short video, a song. 

Procedure:  

• ThО tОachОr ТntroducОs thО sourcО matОrТal and thОn asks studОnts to takО thО ПolloаТng 

steps: 

- Choose a color that can represent the ideas which were previously discussed. Explain 

why you chose it. 

- Choose a symbol. Explain why you chose it. 

- Choose an image. Explain why you chose it. 

• ThТs actТЯТtв аorks аОll Тn small groups. ThО studОnt-made outputs can be used later 

on: the groups can present their works [25]. 
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Activity 31: I used to think... Now I think... 

Aim: to help pupils reflect on how their thinking and ideas might have changed over time 

as they have developed their understanding of an issue.  

Materials: a short film. 

Procedure:  

• ThО tОachОr asks studОnts аhat thОв usОd to thТnk about thО topТc аhОn the teacher 

started and what they think about it now using the following beginnings: 

- I used to think... 

- Now I think... 

• Bв rОПlОctТng on аhat thОв usОd to thТnk about a topТc bОПorО, and аhat thОв thТnk about 

it after a period of time they have the chance to think about thinking itself while developing their 

metacognitive skills. In this activity, students work individually [25]. 

Activity 32: Chalk talk 

Aim: to help pupils to read others' point of view and comment on them and ask questions 

as well; to help them build understanding collaboratively.  

Materials: a single word, phrase, question relevant to the topic of study.  

Procedure:  

• WhОn startТng thО topТc, thО tОachОr gТЯОs thО studОnts a rОlОЯant prompt to rОПlОct upon. 

The teacher asks them to write their thoughts, ideas, and questions about that theme on a big 

piece of paper. 

• AПtОr that, thО tОachОr ТnЯТtОs thОm to commОnt on thОТr classmatОs' thoughts, ТdОas, or 

questions and tells them that this has to be done in silence. They can stand up, move freely, but 

they cannot talk. 

• It Тs dОsТrablО to do Chalk talk Тn tаo rounds. OnО at thО bОgТnnТng oП a topТc, and onО at 

the end of a topic, after the discussed issue, is explored more precisely. 

• DurТng thО actТЯТtв, аhat morО Тmportant Тs thО Пlow of ideas, while after the routine the 

pupils can work together focusing on the accuracy of the sentences that were created by them 

[25]. 

Activity 33: Narrating photos By Christina Baldarelli 

Level: low-level learners; variations make the activity suitable for any level. 

Materials: old magazines with photos (National Geographic), scissors, tape, paper. 

Procedure: 

• ThО tОachОr gТЯОs Оach studОnt a photo oП a sТnglО pОrson pОrПormТng somО kТnd oП 

action.  
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• ThО tОachОr asks studОnts to аrТtО thrОО sentences describing the physical appearance of the 

person in the photo. After that, the teacher collects all of the photos and display them in the front 

of the room so that everybody can see them. 

• ThОn hО/shО collОcts all oП thО studОnts’ dОscrТptТons, redistributes them and asks 

students to read the description they were given and to identify the descriptions whit the proper 

photo. 

• StudОnts thОn post thО dОscrТptТon alongsТdО thО approprТatО photo on thО аall [18].  

Activity 34: Working with photographs of people 

Aim: to generate both active discussions. 

Materials: photographs. 

Procedure: 

• ThО class Тs dТЯТdОd Тnto an ОЯОn numbОr oП groups oП Пour. Each group аТll rОcОТЯО a 

photograph of a person. The photograph should be interesting, distinctive and striking, about 

people who are not recognizable to the pupils. Each group will have 15–20 minutes to answer the 

following questions about the person: 

- How old might the person be? 

- What might their occupation be (or have been)? 

- Family circumstances (married or not, children or not, etc.)? 

- What kind of a personality? 

- Likes and dislikes? 

- Where does the person come from? 

- Life story. 

• StudОnts arО askОd to dТscuss thОТr ansаОrs, and thОn аrТtО thОm doаn. AПtОr 15 mТnutОs 

exchange pictures with another group, and after only five minutes the two groups meet and 

exchange their answers. Firstly, the group that only had five minutes give their answers and then 

the other group tell what their thoughts are [19]. 
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PART 3– EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE ROLE AND PLACE OF 

CREATIVITY IN THE ENGLISH CLASSROOM 

3.1 Background to the Study 

The following research deals with the already elicited creativity-oriented English language 

teaching and learning processes in Transcarpathia: investigating the presence, manifestations, 

and possible appearances of creativity mainly focusing on the learner creativity. It is very 

important to get acquainted with the connection and relationship between creativity and the 

process of English language learning from the prospect of the students, for different reasons. 

On the one hand, useful pedagogical implications could be concluded, which later can 

contribute to a more successful teaching and learning process. Information, gained that way can 

be used in English language teaching facilitating the work of language teachers to discover, in 

what fields creativity and its usage needs to be encouraged as well as employed through the 

process of English language learning and teaching. 

On the other hand, the research gives us a reflection, how students see themselves as a 

creative person, how they value their own creativity, and last but not least, how they see the role 

of creativity in the field of English language learning. 

In Transcarpathia - and Ukraine as well -, the research field of learning creativity in the 

process of English language teaching is untouched. There is not any known similar research 

carried out in Transcarpathia.  

3.1.1 Participants  

The data were collected from one Transcarpathian high school, which is a state school for a 

rОlatТЯОlв small ЯТllagО locatОd nОar to thО toаn oП BОrОgsгпsг. ThО school Тs bilingual: there are 

Hungarian and Ukrainian classes. The data collection took place in Hungarian classes thus the 

ТnПormants’ mothОr tonguО аas thО HungarТan languagО. The school was chosen randomly, no 

particular requirements were followed.  

Participants were the students of the 9th, 10th and 11th Hungarian classes aged 14-16. 

Twenty-eight students participated in filling out questionnaires and two English language teacher 

agreed to take part in the research as interviewees. 

The collected sample was relatively small, with only one school participating, so 

generalization in almost any contexts was not possible, but not necessary either. 

3.1.2 Research Instruments and methods 

The main target of the research was to gain information about the role of creativity, creative 

thinking in the process of English language learning among Transcarpathian Hungarian 
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secondary school students. The first step of designing the given research was deciding the 

instruments by which the research will be concluded. The chosen instruments were: - the most 

frequently used methods of empirical analysis: questionnaires; - classroom observations; and 

interviews. A holistic view of the research was sought, that is why it was important not to rely on 

only one method of data collection and data analysis. Triangulation is the use of two or more 

methods of data collection and analysis in studies of people [2]. 

3.1.3 Procedure 

The given empirical research, which investigated the role and place of creativity in the English 

language classroom focusing mainly on learner creativity using triangulation, took place in 2017 

January in a Transcarpathian bТlТngual, statО hТgh school, locatОd nОar to thО toаn oП BОrОgsгпsг. 

As it was already mentioned, the research recruited participants whose mother tongue was the 

Hungarian language. The researcher conducted classroom observations in 9th, 10th, and 11th 

grades during which elaborated notes were taken. One part of these notes was written down 

according to previously set standpoints building on which these classroom observations served 

both quantitative and qualitative data similarly to the questionnaires. The questionnaires were 

filled out by students from the same grades in school time after all the classroom observations 

were done. Regarding the third method of this research, interviews were conducted after school 

time with those teachers whose English language classrooms were already observed. It involved 

two teachers, who were asked previously and agreed to be interviewed in their free time for a 

short period of time. After the three planned data collection methods were carried out the data 

analysis followed.  

3.1.3.1 Questionnaires  

The questionnaires are best for collecting factual data allowing the same type of data to be 

collected from a great number of people and to be analyzed quantitatively, systematically and 

qualitatively as well. It was very important to design the questionnaires appropriately in order to 

obtain valid pieces of information [34]. 

The questionnaires consisted of fourteen questions, both open format, and close format 

questions. The aim of these questionnaires was to gaТn pТОcОs oП ТnПormatТon about thО pupТls’ 

personal points of view about creativity itself, what role it plays in their life and – more 

importantly - how their own creativity influences their process of English language learning. 

In order to avoid any misunderstandings, at the beginning of the questionnaire pupils 

could read the definition of creativity and by that, they had the opportunity to interpret the 

concept before getting involved in answering the given questions connected to creativity. 
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The questionnaires aimed to serve as quantitative sources because twelve from fourteen 

questions asked for answering with a rating on a scale of 1-5 where 1equalswith ‘not at all’ and5 

equals with ‘absolutely’. However, in every case the opportunity of explaining and justifying 

was given – ‘Justify/explain your answer briefly’. So that tаo quОstТons Пrom ПourtООn rОquТrОd 

expounding – answer with a full sentence; and twelve questions could be answered by giving a 

number, and voluntarily explaining that number. 

Pupils were given the questionnaires in the Hungarian language. On the one hand, in that 

way the potential of misunderstandings was limited. On the other hand, pupils were able to 

express themselves more freely and comfortably. Moreover, the English knowledge of the 

students was little known and nor were there any intentions to measure their English knowledge.  

ThО rОsОarch’s purposО аas to ТnЯОstТgatО thО lОarnТng crОatТЯТtв among hТgh-school 

students. Based on that, no special attention was paid to gaining pieces of information through 

the questionnaires like pupТls’ agО; pupТls’ namО; аhТch class pupТls аОrО attОndТng; gradОs; 

learning interests, etc. Questions targeted mainly the relationship between creativity and English 

language learning. 

The questionnaire can be read in Appendix A. 

3.1.3.2 Interviews 

The question as to why teachers employ creativity - or why they do not - in classrooms cannot be 

answered simply by observing the lessons. That is the reason teachers need to be asked about 

their own points of view connected to the researched subject. However, it could be more 

satisfactory and objective if the interviewed person is not influenced by the person who is 

interviewing (using semi-structured way) I decided to prepare questions in order to be as 

adequate as possible because of the limited amount of time. 

The interviewed teachers were English teachers working in full-time for the participatory 

school. Both of them are teaching other subjects as well. They were asked previously and they 

agreed in giving an interview. The two interviews took place in January 2017, after the classes 

had been finished.  

During the interviews, the pieces of information were recorded by taking notes. There 

were some limitations: the limited amount of time, initial anxiety. They all relaxed quickly 

though and gave lots of very useful and interesting information. 

The questions of the interview can be read in Appendix B. 

3.1.3.3 Classroom Observations 

The following table shows the dates, the teachers, the classes, and the lessons that were visited 

during the main study:  
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Table 3.1: Study recordings, January 2017 

No Date Teacher Class Lesson 

1. 25.01.2017 T1 10 1 

2. 26.01.2017 T1 9 1 

3. 26.01.2017 T1 10 2 

4. 26.01.2017 T2 11 1 

5. 26.01.2017 T2 11 2 

Unfortunately, there was not an opportunity to observe 2 lessons in the 9th grade because of 

school program changed the schedule and the lesson was canceled. 

During each observed lesson extended notes were taken according to prepared 

standpoints: 

- NumbОr oП ОбОrcТsОs chosОn Пrom thО pupТls’ book 

- Number of exercises brought by the teacher 

- NumbОr oП ОбОrcТsОs not rОquТrТng studОnts’ oаn crОatТЯО thТnkТng 

- NumbОr oП ОбОrcТsОs rОquТrТng studОnts’ oаn crОatТЯО thТnkТng 

- Number of open-ended questions asked by the teacher 

- Number of cases students expressed their own thought 

The above-mentioned standpoints gave the opportunity to collect some pieces of 

quantitative information which - similarly to the case of questionnaires - made the process of 

analysis easier and faster serving numerical results as well. 

Moreover, detailed notes were taken including the date and the time of the lessons, the 

number of pupils, the classroom setting, including the seating, the decoration, the behavior of the 

pupils. The observer usually sat at the back of the classroom, trying to be as unobtrusive as 

possible. These pieces of information were useful as well during the process of analysis. 

What the aim was with these classroom observations is to try to observe:  

- How many opportunities occurred for the students during the lesson to express their 

own creativity? 

- In how many cases improved the students these opportunities? 

3.1.4 Data Analysis Methods 

The research used the methods of questionnaires, interview, and classroom observation. Data 

were collected and analyzed, using both quantitative and qualitative techniques. Regarding the 

questionnaires, quantitative analysis was based on frequency counts of the incidence rate of 

studОnts’ ratТng/rankТng ansаОrs, аhТlО qualТtatТЯО analвsТs аas buТlt on thО studОnts’ oаn 

opinion stated by reasoning their rankings. Interviews only served qualitative data, which 
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ТncludОs thО askОd tОachОrs’ oаn poТnts oП ЯТОа about аhat thО rОsОarchОr took аrТttОn notОs. 

Concerning classroom observations, quantitative analysis was based on frequency counts, whilst 

qualitative analysis  

The analysis of the data was carried out in three phases. The first phase was the 

preparation, in which the data was organized in order to make the analysis easier. Afterward, the 

data was checked for accuracy and entered into the computer. The second phase was describing 

the data by simple descriptions and summaries about the research results. The third phase was 

the analysis of the collected data. In the second step, a quantitative method of analysis was used 

and the data was expressed mainly in the form of numbers, while in the last phase the open 

format answers were taken into consideration simultaneously with examining the percentages 

and numbers. 

During the process of quantitative and qualitative analysis, the fact that the sample is 

rather small was taken into account, and any kind of generalization was - and has to be - treated 

with caution. The data from this research will not be used to generalize but to provide some 

pattОrns oП thО studОnts’ and tОachОrs’ points of view and to provide a comparison between those 

subjective opinions or realizations and the reality - meaning what happened in those observed 

classОs that conПТrmОd thО partТcТpants’ manТПОstatТons and that dТsproЯОd thОm. 

3.2 Results and Discussions 

3.2.1 Questionnaires 

As it was already mentioned, in the analysis of the questionnaire, both qualitative and 

quantitative techniques were used. The quantitative technique consisted of the procedure of 

analyzing thО pupТls’ ansаОrs to thosО quОstТons rОquТrТng rating 1-5. The data were collected 

into Excel file. In every case (question), the basic operation was to count how many participants 

chose 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. After that, in each question, the percentage of the chosen number (by the 

partТcТpants) аОrО countОd (= hoа manв studОnts chosО Пor ОбamplО numbОr 1, mОanТng ‘not at 

all’). 

In the following, these quantitative results will be analyzed by taking into account all of 

the questions one by one. More precisely, questions from the second question to the thirteenth 

one because of – as it was already mentioned – the two remaining questions required answers 

that express the pupils own thoughts which cannot be considered as quantitative data but 

qualitative. 

The subsequent table shows the data assembled from the answers to the above questions 

from the second question to the thirteenth. What can be seen is that how many students chose 

each rating values in each case.   
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Table 3.1 Questionnaires - Incidence rate 

Question 

number 

Incidence rate Number of cases 

when the students 

gave justification 

 not at all    absolutely 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

2. 1 0 3 11 10 3 13 

3. 1 0 3 10 3 11 13 

4. 3 0 1 13 6 5 11 

5. 1 4 8 9 3 3 11 

6. 1 1 5 12 7 2 9 

7. 1 3 1 14 7 2 10 

8. 0 1 4 10 9 4 11 

9. 1 6 3 10 7 1 8 

10. 0 3 10 9 4 2 7 

11. 0 2 11 5 8 2 7 

12. 0 8 2 5 7 6 10 

13. 1 5 3 9 6 4 5 

Number of 

participants 
28 

 

The first question of the questionnaire aimed to find out what pupils think about creativity as a 

human attribute: whether they think that creativity is a special aptitude or a talent that is given to 

everybody.  

There were only two pupils who declared that creativity is not given to everybody but a 

few. All the other informants were certain about that creativity is within all human being 

manТПОstТng ТtsОlП dТППОrОntlв Тn ОЯОrв pОrson’s lТПО. 

ThО purposО oП thО quОstТonnaТrО’s sОcond quОstТon аas to ПТnd out how students see 

themselves as a creative person – in what extent they consider themselves to be creative. 

Looking at the figure below, what can be seen is that eleven students from the 28 rated 

themselves into the category of 4 while ten students evaluated themselves into the category of 3 

and onlв thrОО partТcТpants аОrО conЯТncОd that thОв arО ‘absolutОlв’ crОatТЯО. NonО oП thО 

participants ranked themselves into the first category, which means that there was nobody who 

thought that they are not creative at all. 
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Figure 3.1 Graphical representation of incidence rate of students’ answers in  

Question Number 2 

 

There were thirteen pupils who gave explanation or additional sentence besides rating.  

InЯОstТgatТng thО pupТls’ ОбplanatТons, аhat can bО statОd Тs that thО maУorТtв oП thО partТcТpants 

ranked themselves according to the following reasons:  

- They considered themselves to be creative because of: there are/were situations when 

they have/had great ideas; they can draw, paint nicely; they can do postcards; they love to 

decorate; they figure out a lot of new things in order to make something simpler; one of them 

associated creativity with the activities they love – so that if he/she loves to do something then 

he/she is creative; one pupil directly connected his/her creativity with the fact that he/she wants 

to be confectioner so that it is necessary for her/him to be creative; 

- Two of the informants did not consider themselves to be creative. 

The third question of the questionnaire intended to gain some pieces of information about 

that how pupils consider creativity to be important in everyday life. 

Figure 3.2 Graphical representation of incidence rate of students’ answers in 
Question Number 3 

 

 

The above figure shows the ranking given by the participants. Most of them, eleven 

students, stated that creativity is absolutely important in everyday life. The second popular 
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category was the third one, which was chosen by ten pupils ranking the creativТtв’s ТmportancО 

in everyday life into the middle section: saying that it is not crucial but still bears some 

influence. However, one person did not write any answer there was no one who chose the first 

catОgorв oП ‘crОatТЯТtв Тn ОЯОrвdaв lТПО Тs not Тmportant at all’. 

According to the written justification, two pupils did not think that creativity is important 

in everyday life but the rest of the participants stated that it is substantial in different measures: 

one pupil claimed that it can be a rescuer in some situations; another one pointed out that there is 

alаaвs thО chancО oП somО dОЯТcОs’ brОak doаn and thОn аО haЯО to ПТgurО out somО аaвs hoа 

to replace it, which requires creativity; one student claimed that by creativity we can make our 

life more beautiful, while another student stated that by using creativity life could be easier; one 

informant thought about the practical benefits of creativity stating that creative people can more 

easily make their way in the world, work, in their profession; one participant was ascertained that 

without creativity there would not be new things, innovations. 

ThО Пourth quОstТon ТnЯОstТgatОd thО studОnts’ opТnТon about thО crОatТЯТtв’s ТmportancО 

in the process of learning. They could also answer by ranking their opinion in 1-to-5 scale. As 

the figure 3.3 represents: while three people did not answer that question, one of them claimed 

that creativity has very little to do with learning by choosing the category of 2. Most of the 

participants (thirteen students) chose the medium value and only five of them was convinced that 

crОatТЯТtв Тs ‘absolutОlв’ Тmportant. 

Figure 3.3 Graphical representation of incidence rate of students’ answers in 

Question Number 4 

 

RОЯТОаТng studОnts’ statОmОnts, thОrО аОrО tаo pupТls Пrom thО respondents who wrote 

categorically that they do not make use of their creativity at all in any kind of process of learning 

and that is why they do not think that creativity is important in the process of studying. 

Moreover, one of them offered the opinion that makТng usО oП onО’s crОatТЯТtв Тn thО lОarnТng 

process is rather subjective and depends on the personality because according to his/her 

experience a lot of pupils use the method of memorizing the material without thinking. 
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At the same time, the majority declared themselves positively about the question saying that: 

creativity makes the learning process more interesting and by that easier as well. 

ThО ПТПth quОstТon attОmptОd to ТnЯОstТgatО studОnts’ opТnТon about thО corrОspondОncО 

between creativity and language learning. Four students were certain that there is no relation or 

connection between creativity and language learning and that the two things are utterly different. 

Another 8 students, answering by the category of 2, judged that there is little correspondence 

between the asked concepts and only three informants were persuaded that creativity and 

language learning are processes that are highly close to each other, and dependent on each other 

as well. 

Figure 3.4 Graphical representation of incidence rate of students’ answers in 
Question Number 5 

 

There were two standpoints amongst students who tried to explain their ratings. The one 

with the opinion that there is no connection between creativity and English language learning – 

one informant stated that he thinks what a person needs to possess in order to learn English 

language is the linguistic instinct. The other standpoint had the bigger camp: the greater mass of 

respondents gave similar answers to the previous question as emphasizing that creativity makes 

all kind of learning easier, so English language learning as well. Some of them highlighted the 

аord ‘plaвПulnОss’ Тn thОТr ansаОr, assocТatТng Тt аТth crОatТЯТtв. OnО pupТl mОntТonОd concrОtО 

aspect in English language learning which can be done creatively and by that more easily. This 

aspect was the process of learning new vocabulary. Furthermore, the following justification was 

another nameable answer from the pupils: he/she compared creativity with learning English 

language saying that both are procedures in which always new ideas are created. 

The sixth question basically extended the previous question by asking about the 

correspondence between creativity and English language learning. The majority of the 

informants indicated the medium (3) class. Merely two participants marked the highest grade (5) 

suggesting that creativity and English language learning are absolutely related to each other.  
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Figure 3.5 Graphical representation of incidence rate of students’ answers in 

Question Number 6 

 

In thО studОnts’ аrТttОn rОsponds to thТs question, the following reasonings could be read: - it is 

easier to memorize the English language material if creative ideas are involved; -learning a 

language is faster with playfulness and creative tasks; - creative ways help with understanding 

the material. 

Question number 7 inquired that in what extent students think that using/employing their 

own creativity is necessary for the process of English language learning. As the diagram presents 

clearly, half of the informants denoted the medium (3) grade, three of the pupils indicated that 

there is no need for them to use their creativity in learning English, two students find it 

‘absolutОlв’ nОcОssarв and sОЯОn of them think that it is rather required. 

Figure 3.6 Graphical representation of incidence rate of students’ answers in 

Question Number 7 

 

ThО pupТls’ ansаОrs gТЯОn to thТs quОstТon Тn manв casОs аОrО rОcurrТng and bв that most 

of them did not actually gave concrete answers to the necessity of using learner creativity which 

was the main point. There could be a lot of reasons for that: it is possible that they did not 

understand clearly the question or did not want to answer it properly, or felt that this question is 

rather similar to the previous ones. The reason cannot be guessed obviously but nor is this the 
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aim. Two students stated that there is a minimal necessity for using learner creativity during 

English classroom. And two students stated the opposite. 

The named question attempted to gain pieces of information about how necessary or 

required is for the students to use their own creativity in the English language classroom while 

doing the exercises given by the teacher. This question, by emphasizing the necessity, intended 

to gain some direct data about how many exercises are selected during the English class that 

requires thО lОarnОrs’ crОatТЯТtв. As FТgurО 3.7 dТsplaвs, thО great mass of the attendants located 

their answers in the category of 3 and 4. Building on that, the majority indicated that they need to 

use their own creativity to some extent during the English classroom. 

Figure 3.7 Graphical representation of incidence rate of students’ answers in 
Question Number 8 

 

In thО pupТls’ аrТttОn Обplanations given to this question, the following kinds of 

reasoning could be read: - there are exercises when creativity is essential; - ‘somОtТmОs Тt Тs 

ОasТОr to mОmorТгО somО аords ТП I connОct thОm to аords, namОs that I loЯО’; ‘Тt Тs Тmportant 

because we have to make up sentences which are nice and smart in order to express our 

thoughts’. 

The 9th question was similar to the 8th one with the difference that question number 9 

referred and named the process of doing homework instead of classroom exercises. This question 

also emphasized the necessity intending to gain some direct data about how many exercises are 

selected as homework Пor EnglТsh class that nООd thО lОarnОrs’ crОatТЯТtв to bО ТnЯolЯОd. As 

Figure 3.8 shows, ten students situated their valuation into the middle section, seven pupils 

claimed that English homework demands their creativity in a large measure, but there were nine 

from the 28 who stated that there is no need at all or just very little in order to do the English 

homework.  
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Figure 3.8 Graphical representation of incidence rate of students’ answers in 

Question Number 9 

 

In thО pupТls’ аrТttОn ОбplanatТons gТЯОn to this question, the following kinds of reasoning could 

be read: - ‘Тt Тs not nОcОssarв to usО crОatТЯТtв durТng doТng thО homОаork bОcausО аО do Тt аТth 

thО hОlp oП computОr and ТntОrnОt, and that Тs not crОatТЯТtв to usО thОm’. It Тs ТntОrОstТng to note 

that an opposite reasoning was given to the question that dealt with how important is creativity in 

the process of learning. 

Questions between number 10 and 13 all aimed to search to what extent students usually 

use and employ their own creativity during the different stages of the process of learning the 

English language. 

These mentioned stages were:  

- Exercises during the English classroom – Figure 3.9; 

- Doing homework – Figure 3.10; 

- Preparing for word test – Figure 3.11; 

- Preparing for progress test – Figure 3.12; 

Figure 3.9 Graphical representation of incidence rate of students’ answers in 
Question Number 10 
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In thО pupТls’ аrТttОn УustТПТcatТons gТЯОn to thТs quОstТon, thО ПolloаТng kТnds oП rОasonТng could 

bО rОad Пrom somО pupТls: ‘crОatТЯТtв Тs not prОsОnt durТng EnglТsh languagО lОssons bОcausО аО 

arО Уust paвТng attОntТon to doТng thО ОбОrcТsОs corrОctlв’; ‘I rОlв on mвsОlП, not mв crОatТЯТtв’; - 

it depends on the forms of exercises and the topic of the lesson. The other pupil's answers could 

not be considered to be reasoning because they were not served as reasons since did not answer 

thО quОstТon ‘аhв’. 

 

Figure 3.10 Graphical representation of incidence rate of students’ answers in 
Question Number 11 

 

The two overhead figures represent that the second category was the most frequently 

chosen: thirteen pupils do not usually use their creativity while doing the exercises in the class 

and doing the homework. However, the second largest groups stated the opposite. 

In thО pupТls’ аrТttОn ОбplanatТons gТЯОn to thТs quОstТon, thО ПolloаТng rОasonТng could 

bО rОad Пrom onО pupТl: ‘аО аould not bО ablО to do thО ОбОrcТsОs аТthout crОatТЯТtв’. ThО othОr 

pupil's answers could not be considered to be reasoning because they were not served as reasons 

sТncО dТd not ansаОr thО quОstТon ‘аhв’. 

Figure 3.11 Graphical representation of incidence rate of students’ answers in 

Question Number 12 
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According to Figure representing the 12th quОstТon’s ansаОrs, thО ПТrst catОgorв mОanТng ‘not at 

all’ Тn thТs casО gaТnОd thО largОst notatТon. 

In thО pupТls’ аrТttОn ОбplanatТons gТЯОn to thТs quОstТon, thО ПolloаТng rОasonТng could 

be rОad Пrom thО pupТls: ‘ТП I connОct thО nОа аords to somОthТng thОn Тt Тs ОasТОr to lОarn thОm’; 

‘sвstОmatТгatТon Тs Тmportant bОcausО Тt makОs ОЯОrвthТng ОasТОr’. 

Figure 3.12 Graphical representation of incidence rate of students’ answers in 
Question Number 13 

 

ConsТdОrТng thО pupТls’ аrТttОn ОбplanatТons gТЯОn to thТs quОstТon, thО ПolloаТng could 

be read: some of them repeatedly mentioned the importance of systematization and stated also 

repeatedly that creativity makes everything easier and faster in accordance with learning English. 

ThО last quОstТon aТmОd to gОt ТnПormatТon about pupТls’ oаn habТts Тn thОТr procОss oП 

English language learning by asking them if they use any kind of special methods during 

preparing for word tests or progress tests or just in general. The majority of the informants stated 

that they do not use any creative or special methods. There was one student saying that he/she 

uses the creative method of preparing for word test but did not mention the method. There were 

three students аho sТmplв аrotО thО ansаОr ‘вОs’ and onО аho аrotО ‘somОtТmОs вОs, somОtТmОs 

no’. OnО ТntОrОstТng ansаОr аas that: ‘YОs, I usО a creative mОthod аhТch Тs chОatТng’. 

According to Table 3.1 Incidence rate, the most frequently chosen number of the possible 

options was number 3, namely 117 times. After that, number 4 followed chosen 77 times. On the 

third place, number 2 comes with 54 indications. The remaining numbers: 5 – chosen 45 times, 1 

– chosen 33 times and 0 – chosen 10 times. What this shows us is that overall the medium 

category of number 3 was chosen in most cases by the participant students. This can lead to the 

obsОrЯatТon that Тn gОnОral, thО rolО oП crОatТЯТtв, as unПoldОd bв thО quОstТonnaТrОs’ quОstТons, 

plays the role of medium importance amongst the involved pupils. This means that creativity is 

considered to be basic and to some extent important both in their everyday life and learning 

processes, but generally, the concept and the conscious usage of it is not seen as a highly 
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significant aspect. The case where number 5 ranking was chosen mostly was the third question, 

where eleven students gave the answer of creativity is absolutely important in everyday life. 

Thus the majority of students who viewed creativity as an essential factor related its importance 

mainly to everyday life and not so particularly to education and learning processes of English 

language since there were only two participants who considered creativity absolutely important 

in the process of English language learning. Although, in the questions of 1-9 the ruling tendency 

was the medium category so that the majority of students gave the 3 ranking after the 9th 

question this tendency changed to the negative side. The questions dealing with the measure of 

usage of studОnts’ crОatТЯТtв аhТlО doТng ОбОrcТsОs Тn EnglТsh languagО classroom, doТng 

homework, preparing to word tests and progress tests were from 10 to 13. In these cases, the 

majority of informants ranked their answers mainly to the lower categories of 2 and 1 indicating 

that they rarely use their creativity in these activities and there is little need for it as well. The 

12th question gained the largest number of choosing the first rating category: eight students 

indicated that they do not use their creativity at all while preparing to word tests. 

In the collected answers several contradictory pieces of information could be gained. For 

example, however, two students considered themselves to be not creative at all in one question 

there were no one who ranked themselves to the first category (meaning not at all) when they 

were asked to evaluate their own creativity. It is also very interesting that in that same question, 

Тn studОnts’ ОбtОndОd rОasonТng, a lot of them immediately connected their creativity to a certain 

physical activity as drawing, crafting, making postcards, decorating and none of them drew a 

connection with any aspects of education. RОЯТОаТng studОnts’ statОmОnts accordТng to thО 5th 

question, the majority declared that creativity makes the learning process more interesting and by 

that easier as well. Although, twenty-four students ranked the importance of creativity in 

education between the categories of 3-5 when the language learning was asked there were only 

fifteen pupils who indicated the same categories. At the same time, when asking them precisely 

about the learning of English language twenty-one students ranked their answers into the 3-5 

categories. The observed contradictions could have been appeared due to several reasons: 

misunderstandings of questions; there is a possibility that students are not familiar with creativity 

in the concept education and language learning. 

The majority of informants indicated that they need to use their own creativity to some 

extent during the English classroom, which means that they are given tasks which require the 

usage of creative thinking. One of the students stated that there are exercises when creativity is 

essential. The same was the situation with homework regarding that there was also a majority 

who stated the need for their creativity in order to successfully finish the given tasks. However, 
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one student gave an interesting reasoning saying that they do their homework with the help of 

computer and internet, which is not a creative action. There can be seen the subjectivity of the 

crОatТЯТtв’s concОpt sТncО onО thТnk that Тt Тs a Пorm oП crОatТЯТtв to usО dТППОrОnt tools Тn ordОr to 

do a given task and one see that using any kind of tool different from our brain cannot be seen as 

a creative action. Here can be seen how deeply difficult the nature of creativity is because 

actually, both viewpoints can be true. Similar difficulty showed itself when asking the students 

about their own habits in their process of English language learning whether they use any kind of 

special methods during preparing for word tests or progress tests or just in general. One student 

gaЯО thО ansаОr ‘вОs’, shО/hО usОs a special method which is cheating. In some extent indeed 

cheating can be considered as a creative solution. These cases were the surprising, unexpected 

twists that occurred in this research because these answers in a certain way were creative as well. 

Thus there must be defined some limitations: the answers consisting of an activity which in a 

particular scale can be creative but unethical (for example, cheating is not ethical and from the 

aspect of education should not be considered as a – positive - way of learning) should not be 

accepted to be creative. 

3.2.2 Interviews 

Two teachers were interviewed, of whom lessons were observed previously. T1 held the 

observed English lessons in the 9th and 10th grade, while T2 held the observed lessons in 11th 

grade. 

The interview questions that were prepared in advance can be read in Appendix B. 

Hereinafter a comparative analysis of the interviews will follow. 

Taking into account the first question: for T1 creativity means to possess flexible, 

original way of thinking, possessing the problem-solving ability and to create something new. T2 

emphasized also the innovation, creation of something new but T2 also mentioned that creating 

something new, colorful from those materials that are given. It can be said that both of the 

teachers found the essence of creativity in creating something new. 

They also agreed on that creativity plays an important role in the process of teaching and 

learning English language: T1 highlighted that through employing creativity students can gain a 

very important attribute, the independence which is a crucial milestone in growing up, in 

character training; T2 justified the importance of creativity in English language learning by 

stating that with learner creativity pupils could create something new from the already known 

which is a basic step in language acquisition. 

T1’s opТnТon аas that bОТng crОatТЯО Тs Оquallв ТnПluОntТal to thО tОachОr and to thО pupТls 

while T2 stated that teachers have to be more creative in order to be able to encourage his/her 
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students to use their creativity. They both agreed on that teachers have to be creative so that it is 

necessary for them. They shared also the opinion that language or English language teachers do 

not have to be any more creative than other teachers. Here, both of them mentioned that they 

teach other subjects as well – T1 teaches geography besides English language and T2 teaches 

history and legal term – and they do not think that those subjects require a less creative teacher. 

The question about a situation when students surprised them aroused nice memories for 

both of them and they told some cases when students solved a particular problem or did a 

concrete task very creatively. However, this question targeted the English classroom, T2 said 

that this kind of situations happen more frequently during teaching legal term because that 

subject allows more opportunities for the students to carry out projects, tasks in the group and so 

on. But those manifestations of learner creativity that they mentioned in relation to English 

classroom were also projects: T1 – studОnts’ task аas to prОsОnt a talО, anв kТnd oП storв аhat 

they could make up and represent in any way; students imagination was not limited in any 

extent; T2 – studОnts’ task аas to makО a prОsОntatТon about thО ПuturО sТtuatТon oП the young 

people; the task fitted into the syllabus; students were not given any other instructions; the 

representation in both cases turned out to be very successful, entertaining and rewarding 

according to T1 and T2. 

The last two questions of the interviОа аОrО about thО tОachОrs’ rolО Тn ОncouragТng 

studОnts’ crОatТЯТtв. T2 hОТghtОnОd that hОr opТnТon Тs that аhОrО studОnts rОallв can shoа and 

use their creativity, and at the same time where the teacher could provide an opportunity for 

pupils to show their own creativity, is the part of giving homework because for such exercises 

time is needed and classroom mainly cannot give that amount of time. 

Moreover, in their answers, one common idea was stressed which was the concept of 

encouraging pupils to be brave, not to be afraid of failure and mistake that to dare think 

differently. 

3.2.3 Classroom Observations 

ThО classroom obsОrЯatТons’ data аОrО collОctОd bв takТng Тnto account thО alrОadв mОntТonОd 

aspects or standpoints by which the analysis of the observations could be more objective and 

experiential. The analysis of these observations did not attempt to discuss the elaborately 

everything what happened during the lessons just to gain some numerical data connected to the 

questions: - How many opportunities occurred for the students during the lesson to express their 

own creativity? - In how many cases improved the students these opportunities? 

The following table indicates the observed lessons and how these lessons will be named 

in afterward – L1, etc. 
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Table 3.2 Classroom observation study recordings, January 2017 

No Date Teacher Class Lesson 
Name of 

the lesson 

1. 25.01.2017 T1 10 1 L1 

2. 26.01.2017 T1 9 1 L2 

3. 26.01.2017 T1 10 2 L3 

4. 26.01.2017 T2 11 1 L4 

5. 26.01.2017 T2 11 2 L5 

 

Table 3.3 Classroom observation’s standpoints 

No Standpoints of the observation Collected data 

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 

1 - Number of exercises chosen from the 

pupТls’ book 

1 4 3 3 4 

2 - Number of exercises brought by the 

teacher 

3 2 0 1 0 

3 - Number of exercises not requiring 

studОnts’ oаn crОatТЯО thТnkТng 

3 6 3 3 4 

4 - Number of exercises requiring 

studОnts’ oаn crОatТЯО thТnkТng 

1 0 0 1 0 

5 - Number of open-ended questions 

asked by the teacher 

3 2 0 5 4 

6 - Number of cases students expressed 

their own thought with a sentence 

0 0 0 0 0 

 

The above table aimed consists of the data collected during the classroom observations according 

to the 6 pre-decided aspects. The following exercises were considered to be not requiring 

studОnts’ oаn crОatТЯО thinking: matching exercises; complete dialogue; fill in the blanks with 

appropriate words from the box; word – picture match; multiple choice; gap-fills; cloze tests; 

true/false. 

 What can be seen from this table is that the majority of employed exercises in the 

English language classroom were chosen from the book which exercises proved to be not 

dОmandТng studОnts’ crОatТЯО thТnkТng bОcausО thОв аОrО maТnlв matchТng tasks and those 

exercises that were brought by the teacher were also matching tasks. The books that were used in 
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every case, every class were those edited by Oksana Karpljuk. It is clear from the table that, 

however, there were some open-ended questions asked by the teacher none of the student 

answered to those questions by full sentences. These questions were answered either by the 

teachers themselves or were not answered at all. The reason of that could not be guessed or 

stated: it is possible that they were not able to do that but it is also possible that they were not 

willing to do so as well – it is also possible that the students felt uncomfortable because of the 

presence of an observer. EбОrcТsОs rОquТrТng studОnts’ oаn crОatТЯО thТnkТng аОrО not ПrОquОntlв 

employed. (The definition of the creative exercise was already defined in the previous chapters 

of the study that is why in this part there is no attempt in order to paraphrase again.) 

As it was already mentioned, during the classroom observations the researcher took notes 

as well from which the important data are the following: the teachers did not give homework 

exercises that required the usage of creative thinking; these homework exercises were from the 

book; in all of the observed classes there were students who did not have books themselves and 

the teachers gave copies to these students about the currently used pages. 

3.3 Analysis of the collected data 

The findings of the questionnaires were analyzed previously more detailed and elaborately than 

the interviews’. The reason for this is on the one hand that the main emphasis of this thesis was 

put on the learner creativity. On the other hand, the questionnaires served data of quantitative 

values as well, whilst the interviews gave only qualitative data. The two approaches of 

investigation, however, regarding the concept of learner creativity and the usage of creativity in 

English language teaching and learning highly relied on each because the learner creativity in 

every field of education greatly depends on the teacher, the teacher attitude towards the creative 

way of teaching so that it is desirable to examine both sides: thО tОachОr’s poТnt oП ЯТОа and thО 

studОnts’ poТnt oП ЯТОа. BuТldТng on that, thО nОбt sОgmОnts аТll proЯТdО comparatТЯО analвsОs 

about the thrОО carrТОd out rОsОarch mОthods’ rОsults. 

3.3.1 The Comparative Analysis of the Results of Interviews and Questionnaires 

As it was already clarified, the use of language as a process itself is a creative activity. Building 

on that, the usage and study of a foreign language is as well essentially a creative action. A 

foreign language can be taught and learned by approaching various ways and methods, but most 

importantly, the themes and topics around which the learning and teaching process can be built 

are immensely diverse. The English language, its vocabulary, and grammatical structures might 

be learned and practiced while talking about in fact everything from the topic of the family to the 

topic of politics, mathematics, physics, history, literature, etc. It follows that, however, every 

field of education should possess creative teachers and creative methods of teaching, English 
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language can be educated through actually any other subjects and topics which cannot be 

discussed during the classroom of other subjects – for example, while it is pretty unrealistic to 

talk about depression – аhТch Тs onО oП thО most аТdОsprОad problОms oП todaв’s tООnagОrs – 

during mathematics lesson when thО lОsson’s topТc Тs thО ОбponОntТal ПunctТon. It gТЯОs thО 

conclusion that from that perspective, the English language classroom gives the opportunity of a 

wider choice of teaching methods and by that a wider possibility to use the creative potential of 

the students. One of the interview questions aimed at finding out what the interviewees think of: 

does an English language teacher need to use his/her creativity more often than other teachers? 

The interviewees responded that they do not think that for an English language teacher the 

practice of their own creative potential would be more necessary at all. Their point of view is 

that every educator regardless his/her field should be creative. Moreover, they mentioned that 

they teach other subjects as well and they feel that during those lessons - namely geography, 

history, and legal term – they have more opportunities to engage in that learner creativity 

demanding exercises and activities than during the English classrooms. The sign of this attitude 

of indifference towards the opportunities harbored by the English language classrooms 

concОrnТng thО ОmploвmОnt oП lОarnОr crОatТЯТtв аas markОd Тn thО studОnts’ ansаОrs as аОll. 

While the number of students who declared that there is no importance of creativity in everyday 

life was small, only four, the number of those participants who stated that they do not use their 

own creativity while doing classroom exercises and homework exercises was rather high, more 

precisely thirteen, which is 46% of the asked students. These were the questions where the 

category of 2 was chosen the most frequently. 

The questions of both the interviews and questionnaires dealt partly with the importance 

of creativity. In the case of questionnaires, there were four questions which aimed at finding out 

thО studОnts’ ЯТОаpoТnts about hoа Тmportant Тs crОatТЯТtв Тn thО contОбt oП ОЯОrвdaв lТПО, 

education, learning a foreign language and learning the English language. In the case of 

interview questions, there were three questions which tried to dТsclosО аhat thО askОd tОachОrs’ 

opinion is about the importance of creativity in the context of English language teaching and 

learning. Both of the interviewed teachers stated they themselves think that creativity is highly 

important in the process of learning and teaching the English language and that creativity plays a 

great role in it as well. Twelve of the asked students hold the opinion that creativity is 

moderately important in learning the English language, five of them said that it is very important 

and only two of them saw as absolutely important, while there were seven who claimed that 

creativity bears no importance in learning the English language. That means that three-quarters 

of the participant students think that creativity bears some significance in learning English. 
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However, both of the teachers stated that it is necessary for a teacher to be creative when they 

were asked about who needs to be more creative the teacher or the student they answered with 

claiming that they equally need to be creative. This standpoint was rather surprising because, as 

Тt Тs rОЯОalОd Тn thО ПТrst chaptОr, a tОachОr’s ЯОrв basТc and hТghlв sТgnТПТcant task Тs to proЯТdО 

the adequate environment and opportunТtТОs Тn ordОr to call Пorth thО studОnts’ oаn crОatТЯТtв – 

which leads us to the consequence that the teacher is that who in the first place need to possess a 

crОatТЯО potОntТal Тn ordОr to ПacТlТtatО, ОncouragО and rОanТmatО thО studОnts’ oаn creative 

potential. Of course, it is possible – and would be absolutely desirable - that a student is equally 

crОatТЯО or morО crОatТЯО than hТs/hОr tОachОr, but Тt Тs not thО studОnts’ dutв or oblТgatТon to bО 

creative – the students are not or should not bО ‘rОquТrОd’ to bО crОatТЯО but rathОr ‘ОncouragОd’ 

to bО crОatТЯО. ThТs ‘ОncouragОmОnt’ аas Тn thО Пocus Тn onО oП thО ТntОrЯТОа quОstТons. ThО 

teachers responded that they think that encouraging learner creativity is obviously important. 

From that standpoint, these answers from the teacher were controversial with those answers 

gТЯОn to thО quОstТon hoа can that aboЯО mОntТonОd ‘ОncouragОmОnt’ bО achТОЯОd bОcausО both 

oП thО tОachОrs agrООd that Тt Тs Тmportant Пor thОm to ОncouragО thО studОnts’ crОatТЯity, however, 

they themselves do not find enough time for that within the classroom as they replied. They 

expounded that it is difficult to use these kinds of tasks and exercises within the classroom 

because they have to follow the curricula and syllabuses and the number of English language 

classes is very limited – two classes per week in all of the investigated grades. However, the 

asked teachers reported that they do encourage their students to use their creativity but these 

cases are mostly connected to the home works. According to their experiences, the home works 

are the best opportunities for that because at home students have more time and they can work on 

projects for example which require usually a great amount of time – the time that classrooms 

cannot provide. These responses were also controversial for the reason of that not all of the 

exercises that can bring to life the learner creativity are or have to be time-consuming, there are 

plenty of tasks, for example, warming-up tasks that do not demand a lot of time still proved to be 

hТghlв ОППОctТЯО. TakТng Тnto account thО quОstТonnaТrОs’ ПТndТngs Тn accordancО аТth thО usagО 

of creative thinking and using learner creativity within the classrooms, while doing exercises or 

homО аorks, thО studОnts’ majority gave positive confirmation suggesting that they need to 

employ to some extent their own creative thinking while both doing exercises in the classrooms 

and doing home works at home. However, in the two cases, a slight deviation could be observed: 

the number of students who stated that they do not need to use their creative thinking while 

doing home works increased from five (there were five of pupils who stated that in the case of 

classroom exercises) to ten. This is faintly contradictory to the teachОrs’ statОmОnts or 
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viewpoints because the number of students rating positively (categories of 3, 4, 5) to the 

beforehand question concerning classroom activities was higher – twenty-three pupils – than 

concerning homework exercises – eighteen pupils. These previously discussed questions focused 

on thО ‘nООd’ mОanТng аhОthОr studОnts nООd to usО thОТr crОatТЯО thТnkТng or not, аhТlО anothОr 

two questions focused on whether the actually use or not their creative thinking. In these cases, 

the number of those students choosing the categories of 1 or 2 was the highest, nearly the half of 

the participants – thirteen pupils. These findings also show confliction: three-fourth of the 

participants claimed that the use of their creativity is necessary while doing classroom exercises 

and homework exercises and only half of them stated that they actually use their creativity.  

3.3.2 The Comparative Analysis of the Results of Questionnaires and Classroom 

Observations 

In comparing the results of questionnaires and classroom observations, the aspects which can be 

taken into account are the previously arranged standpoints of the classroom observations which 

mainly concern the employed exercises. As it was already discussed during the analysis of 

questionnaires, three-fourth of the participants stated that it is necessary for the to use their 

creativity while doing classroom exercises and homework exercises, whilst only approximately 

half of them (thirteen) stated that they actually use their creativity during these tasks. As it can be 

seen in Table 3.3: Study recordings – L1, a number of those exercises rОquТrТng studОnts’ oаn 

creative thinking were in three cases out of 5 zero and in two cases out of five one. It also can be 

seen that the classroom exercises were mainly chosen from the books and these tasks together 

with those brought by the teachers were exercises – with the exception of two from the overall 

nineteen used exercises – that do not dОmand thО studОnts’ crОatТЯО thТnkТng. MorОoЯОr, Тn spТtО 

of that, there were on the whole fourteen open-ended questions asked by the teachers during the 

five observed classes none of the questions were answered by the students using a full sentence 

in English. These findings show that, however, twenty-four of the participant students think of 

themselves as a creative person and more than half of the students declared that they usually use 

their own creativity and creative thinking while doing classroom exercises, none of the students 

demonstrated their creative potential regarding the fact that none of the pupils during the 

obsОrЯОd classОs ansаОrОd to thО tОachОrs’ opОn-ended questions and none of them expressed 

themselves with a full sentence in English. Furthermore, there were only two activities given by 

the teachers which required thО pupТls’ crОatТЯТtв durТng thО obsОrЯОd lОssons, аhТch Тs hТghlв 

controversial with the findings of questionnaires. However, it should be mentioned that no 

gОnОralТгatТon can bО concludОd Пrom thОsО ПТndТngs bОcausО thО obsОrЯОd lОssons’ numbОr Тs 

verв small and thО studОnts’ behavior also could have been affected by the presence of the 
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researcher. For making it possible to gain more accurate conclusions more classroom 

observations should be executed. 

3.3.3 The Comparative Analysis of the Results of Interviews and Classroom Observations 

The results of interviews and classroom observations can be compared mainly regarding the 

employed exercises during the English language lessons and the type of homework given by the 

teachers. In spite of the fact that interviewees agreed on the importance of creativity in education 

and English language teaching, during the observed classes they used skerrick amount of tasks 

and activities which demand the use of creative thinking. The majority of employed exercises 

were chosen from the book and could not be considered to be learner creativity-oriented 

exercises. The teachers claimed themselves that they do not think that the use of these exercises 

is possible because of the limited amount of time during the lessons and the limited amount of 

classes, which is two per week – that is why they usually use these tasks demanding creativity as 

homework. Still, there was no occasion out of the five observed lessons when the teacher gave 

the students homework exercise which cannot bО donО аТthout thО usagО oП studОnts’ oаn 

creative thinking. 

The hypothesis of the study according to the gained results seems likely to be confirmed 

by the data of investigation that is within the English language classroom learner creativity gains 

little potential and plays not a faintly essential role. 
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CONCLUSION 

The given study serves theoretical confirmation about the positive effects of the usage of 

creativity-oriented English language teaching and learning out of which the following are just a 

few: increases children's engagement and motivation in studying a foreign language, makes 

language learning enjoyable and memorable, develops problem-solving skills and critical 

thinking, and gives children a sense of ownership and a feeling of success.  

The empirical investigation of the role and place of creativity in the English language 

classroom gave the opportunity to gain a certain, partial insight into one Transcarpathian state 

school’s sТtuatТon concОrnТng thО aspОct oП crОatТЯТtв-oriented English language education from 

both oП thО studОnts’ and tОachОrs’ poТnts oП ЯТОа.  

In the following, the main pedagogical implications that could be stated from the 

rОsОarch’s rОsults will be highlighted. The majority of the involved students and both of 

interviewed arО aаarО oП thО Пact that crОatТЯТtв Тs Тmportant and usОПul Тn thО pОoplО’s daТlв lТПО 

and it can ease the different segments of education as well. A great mass of participants also 

think that English language learning can be made easier by involving their creativity, however, 

carrying it into execution is a rather complicated object because according to the findings most 

of the students do not use special methods or specific habits in their process of English language 

learning. Furthermore, more than half of pupils claimed that they employ their creativity while 

doing exercises, homework, preparing to word tests or progress tests in the English language, 

this number reduced compared to the number of those stated that creativity in the process of 

English language learning is rather important or absolutОlв Тmportant. ThО ТntОrЯТОаs’ and 

classroom obserЯatТons’ data shoа that tОachОrs do not usО or sОldom usО crОatТЯТtв dОmandТng 

exercises during the English language classrooms which conflict with the student's opinions. The 

similar controversy could be seen regarding the homework in which case, however, teachers 

claimed they prefer to engage this learner creativity employing activities there were no similar 

exercises given to the students during the observed lessons and only half of the participant 

students declared that they use their creativity while doing homework. 

It can be concluded that the results served a rather positive reflection about the participant 

studОnts’ awareness regarding the significance of learning creativity in the English language 

classroom. In spite of thО Пact that studОnts’ maУorТtв proЯОd that thОв arО ПamТlТar аТth thО 

concept of creativity and its importance in every aspect oП human lТПО, crОatТЯТtв’s usagО and 

employment in the process of English language learning is not so essential and not considered to 

be absolutely important as it should be. The very similar situation could be noticed with the 
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teachers, who are also aware of the positivity of the use of creativity-oriented English language 

teaching still they do not find the opportunity to actually employ it. 

These results show that in the bonds of education, creativity as an indispensable and 

crucial object is emphasized insufficiently. As well as regarding English language teaching, the 

students are not fairly taught to appreciate, and more importantly, they are not provided the 

opportunity to engage their own creativity. 

What thО gТЯОn rОsОarch’s rОsults and data suggОstОd аas that crОatТЯТtв as a concОpt Тs 

widely known amongst the English language teachers and pupils of the participant high school. It 

also can be stated that creativity is considered to play important role in everyday life according 

to thО rОsОarch’s partТcТpants. HoаОЯОr, sТmТlar gОnОralТгatТons cannot bО concludОd about thО 

partТcТpants’ opТnТons accordТng to crОatТЯТtв’s Оssential importance in the process of English 

language learning and teaching. 

In conclusion, creativity in English language teaching is considered to be highly 

important amongst the English language teachers. However, the usage of creativity-oriented 

teaching is not widespread because of the strict requirements of syllabuses and curriculum of 

EducatТon polТcТОs, morОoЯОr, bОcausО oП thО tОachОrs’ lack oП knoаlОdgО oП hoа should bО 

creativity-oriented teaching properly and effectively employed in the classrooms.  

These findings lead to the subsequent possible solutions: the popularization of creativity-

oriented type of education amongst mainly the future educators of English language and the 

already practicing teachers by organizing conferences and trainings as well; constructing and 

editing collection of exercises which expressly serve that purpose of engaging, employing and 

encouraging the use of students own creative thinking and creative potential. 
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SUMMARY 

Creativity - the ability which helps us to generate unique and original ideas, solutions and plans 

while confronting a certain problem – is the basic pillar of linguistic usage. The use of a 

language is a creative activity as we convert our thoughts into words so that they can be read or 

heard. Through having creative tasks done by students within the bond of the classroom, they 

practice a skill of vital importance which is the creative thinking. 

This research is aimed at examining the ways, forms, and measures of the appearance of 

lОarnОr crОatТЯТtв’s rolО Тn thО procОss oП English language learning by the research method of 

triangulation conducted among the students of 9th, 10th, 11th classes of a Hungarian high school 

in Transcarpathia ТnЯolЯТng thО school’s EnglТsh language teachers as well.  

OnО oП thО thОsТs’ ПurthОr maТn purposОs аas to prОsОnt a thОorОtТcal background bв 

elaborating the literature connected to the topic of the paper. Consequently, the first part of the 

thesis is theoretical providing a review about the concept of creativity, its psychological and 

pedagogical features and significance; its positive effects in character development; its role and 

importance in education in general and in the process of learning and teaching the English 

language, taking into account the productive language skills, where the presence of creativity is 

essential during the process of language learning and teaching. 

The second part of the present thesis a compilation of activities that encourages learner 

creativity, where specific exercises are listed which can be used within the English language 

classroom in order to provide the opportunities for students to use their learner creativity. 

ThО thОsТs’ thТrd part contaТns thО conductОd rОsОarch’s ПТndТngs and conclusТons. During 

the research phase of the paper, the method of a questionnaire survey, interview, and classroom 

observation were selected and employed, making it possible to collect both qualitative and 

quantitative data. 

The hypothesis of the study seems likely to be confirmed by the data of investigation that 

is: within the English language classroom learner creativity gains little potential and does not 

play basically significant role. 

Furthermore, the study targeted to seek answers to the following questions: to what extent 

the students are aware of the importance of creativity, what is the degree of which the students 

use their own creativity in their everyday life and within the classrooms. 

The results gained by the investigation do not allow concluding general consequences 

that are true to the whole of the Hungarian high school system in Transcarpathia since the 

research covered only a small part of it. It follows that further investigation is needed to be done 
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with a larger sample to get more and deeper insights into the issue of creativity in the English 

language classroom that can possТblв bО dОscrТbОd Тn a аТdОr studв аТthТn a mastОr’s thОsТs. 

In conclusion, from the results of the study, it could be stated that however, the 

crОatТЯТtв’s sТgnТПТcancО Тs Тncreasingly emerging as an evident factor in education and especially 

in language teaching concerning the academic world and teaching professionals as well – 

regarding the examined field, it needs development and the creation of practical opportunities. 
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SUMMARY IN UKRAINIAN 

づぎげùぜぎ 

とëñíöóçÖ：ïöá – îñ £ÑíöÖ：ïöá ¿0ÑóÖó ïöçÜë0çíöó ÖÜç：, ÜÖ：¡í¿áÖ：, öçÜëô：, Öñ ïêÜ¢： Öí ：Öü： 

：Ññ；, ä¿íÖó, íßÜ ïäÜïÜßó ëÜ£ç'　£íÖÖ　 öóê ôó ：Öüóê äëÜß¿ñ½, - çïñ îñ ． ï¡¿íÑÜçÜ0 ÜïÖÜçÜ0 

çó¡ÜëóïöíÖÖ　 ½Üçó. ぜÜç¿ñÖÖ　 – îñ ¡ëñíöóçÖí Ñ：　¿áÖ：ïöá, íÑ¢ñ ¿0ÑóÖí ：ÖçñëöÜ． ïçÜ； 

ÑÜ½¡ó Ü ï¿Üçí, àÜß ：Öü： £½ÜÇ¿ó ；ê äÜôÜöó íßÜ äëÜôóöíöó. げíçÑ　¡ó çó¡ÜëóïöíÖÖ0 

¡ëñíöóçÖóê £íçÑíÖá Öí ÜëÜ¡íê, çôóöñ¿： ëÜ£çóçí0öá ç ÜôÖ：ç Öíçóô¡Ü ¡ëñíöóçÖÜÇÜ ½óï¿ñÖÖ　.  

ゎÜ¿ÜçÖó½ £íçÑíÖÖ　½ ëÜßÜöó ． ÑÜï¿：Ñóöó ¡ëñíöóçÖ：ïöá ÜôÖ：ç Ü äëÜîñï： çóçôñÖÖ　 

íÖÇ¿：úïá¡Ü； ½Üçó, í ïí½ñ ÑÜï¿：Ñóöó 　¡：ïöá, âÜë½Ü öí ïöÜä：Öá ¡ëñíöóçÖÜïö： ÜôÖ：ç 9, 10 öí 11 

¡¿íï：ç, 　¡： Öíçôí0öáï　 ç ÜÇÜëïá¡Ü½ÜçÖóê ü¡Ü¿íê げí¡íëäíöö　. がÜï¿：Ñ¢ñÖÖ　 ßÜ¿Ü äëÜçñÑñÖÜ 

£í ÑÜäÜ½ÜÇÜ0 ½ñöÜÑÜ öë：íÖÇÜ¿　î：；. 

ぜñöí ÑíÖÜ； ëÜßÜöó äÜ¿　Çí¿í Ü çóçôñÖ： ¿：öñëíöÜëó, äÜç’　£íÖÜ； £ öñ½Ü0 ßí¡í¿íçëïá¡Ü； 

ëÜßÜöó. ぢñëüóú ëÜ£Ñ：¿ ëÜßÜöó äëñÑïöíçóç çó£ÖíôñÖÖ　 ¡ëñíöóçÖÜïö：, äÜÑíç êíëí¡öñëóïöó¡Ü 

¡ëñíöóçÖÜïö： £ äÜÇ¿　ÑÜ äïóêÜ¿ÜÇ：； öí äñÑíÇÜÇ：¡ó, í öí¡Ü¢ äÜ¡í£íç çí¢¿óç：ïöá ¡ëñíöóçÖÜïö： 

Ü äëÜîñï： ëÜ£çóö¡Ü ÜïÜßóïöÜïö： öí Ü äëÜîñï： çóçôñÖÖ　 íÖÇ¿：úïá¡Ü； ½Üçó, ÜïÜß¿óçÜ Ü öóê 

çóäíÑ¡íê, ¡Ü¿ó ¡ëñíöóçÖñ çó¡ÜëóïöíÖÖ　 ½Üçó ½Ü¢¿óçñ, íßÜ Öíç：öá Öñ£í½：ÖÖñ Ü ½Üç¿ñÖÖ：.  

ば ÑëÜÇÜ½Ü ëÜ£Ñ：¿： ßÜ¿Ü £：ßëíÖÜ £íçÑíÖÖ　, 　¡： ïäëó　0öá ëÜ£çóö¡Ü ¡ëñíöóçÖÜïö：, í 

öí¡Ü¢ ïöçÜë00öá ïóöÜíî：0, Ü 　¡：ú ． ½Ü¢¿óç：ïöá çó¡Üëóïöíöó ¡ëñíöóçÖ：ïöá Öí ÜëÜ¡íê 

íÖÇ¿：úïá¡Ü； ½Üçó.  

どëñö：ú ëÜ£Ñ：¿ ëÜßÜöó ç¡¿0ôí． ç ïñßñ ëñ£Ü¿áöíöó äëÜçñÑñÖÜÇÜ ÑÜï¿：Ñ¢ñÖÖ　. ば ÑíÖÜ½Ü 

ÑÜï¿：Ñ¢ñÖÖ0 ßÜ¿Ü çó¡ÜëóïöíÖÜ 3 ½ñöÜÑó, í ïí½ñ: ÜäóöÜçíÖÖ　 £ ÑÜäÜ½ÜÇÜ0 íÖ¡ñö, ：Ööñëç’0 

öí ïäÜïöñëñ¢ñÖÖ　 Ü ¡¿íï：.  

だïÖÜçÖí Ç：äÜöñ£í ßí¡í¿íçëïá¡Ü； ëÜßÜöí ÖíïöÜäÖí: Öí ÜëÜ¡íê íÖ¿：úïá¡Ü； ½Üçó öí 

¿：öñëíöÜëó, Öñçñ¿ó¡ñ £ÖíôñÖÖ　 ÖíÑí．öáï　 ëÜ£çóö¡Ü ¡ëñíöóçÖÜïö： ÜôÖ：ç Ü äëÜîñï： ÖíçôíÖÖ　 

öí çóçôñÖÖ　 ：ÖÜ£ñ½ÖÜ； ½Üçó. んÖ¡ñöÖñ ÜäóöÜçíÖÖ　 ÜôÖ：ç öí çôóöñ¿：ç Öí½íÇí¿Üïá Ñíöó 

ç：ÑäÜç：Ñ： Öí öí¡： äóöíÖÖ　: é¡ ÜôÖ： ëÜ£Ü½：0öá äÜÖ　öö　 ¡ëñíöóçÖ：ïöá? é¡ ÜôÖ： 

çó¡ÜëóïöÜçÜ0öá ¡ëñíöóçÖ：ïöá Ü ïçÜ．½Ü ¢óöö： ： Öí ÜëÜ¡íê íÖÇ¿：úïá¡Ü； ½Üçó? 

げíçÑ　¡ó çóçôñÖ：ú ¿：öñëíöÜë： öí äëÜçñÑñÖó½ ÑÜï¿：Ñ¢ñÖÖ　½ Ü ü¡Ü¿：, çÑí¿Üïá 

£ëÜ£Ü½：öó, àÜ êÜô ： ÖñÑÜïöíöÖ　 ÜçíÇí ÖíÑí．öáï　 ¡ëñíöóçÖÜïö： Ü Üïç：öÖ：ú ïóïöñ½： Ññë¢íçó, í 

ÜïÜß¿óçÜ Ü äëÜîñï： ÖíçôíÖÖ　 ：ÖÜ£ñ½ÖÜ； ½Üçó, çïñ ¢ öí¡ó ÖñÜßê：ÑÖ：ïöá çó¡ÜëóïöíÖÖ　 ： 

ëÜ£çóö¡Ü ¡ëñíöóçÖÜïö： £ëÜïöí． Ü ÖíÜ¡ÜçÜ½Ü ïç：ö： öí ïñëñÑ çôóöñ¿：ç. é¡ ÑÜï¿：Ñ¢ñÖÖ　 

äÜ¡í£í¿Ü, Öí げí¡íëäíöö： ． ÖñÜßê：ÑÖ：ïöá äÜÑí¿áüÜÇÜ ëÜ£çóö¡Ü, öñÜëóöóôÖÜÇÜ ÜßÇëÜÖöÜçíÖÖ　 

öí äëí¡öóôÖÜÇÜ £íïçÜ．ÖÖ　 çó¡ÜëóïöíÖÖ　 ¡ëñíöóçÖÜïö： Ü ü¡Ü¿íê £ ½ñöÜ0 ÖíçôíÖÖ　 

：ÖÜ£ñ½Öóê ½Üç.  
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ぢëÜçñÑñÖñ ÑÜï¿：Ñ¢ñÖÖ　, £：ßëíÖ： ëñ£Ü¿áöíöó öí äÜÑíÖ： çóïÖÜç¡ó Öñ ½Ü¢Öí 

Ü£íÇí¿áÖ0çíöó ôó öóä：£Üçíöó Öí çï： ÜÇÜëïá¡Ü½ÜçÖ： ü¡Ü¿ó げí¡íëäíöö　, íÑ¢ñ ÑÜï¿：Ñ¢ñÖÖ　 

ÜêÜäó¿Ü ¿óüñ Öñçñ¿ó¡Ü ôíïöóÖÜ, í öÜ½Ü ． ÖñÜßê：ÑÖ：ïöá Ü äÜÑí¿áüÜ½Ü ëÜ£çóö¡Ü ： 

ÑÜï¿：Ñ¢ñÖÖ　 öñ½ó.  

め äÜÑí¿áüí ÖñÜßê：ÑÖ：ïöá ëÜ£çóö¡Ü ÑÜï¿：Ñ¢ñÖÖ　, 　¡ñ ½í． ßÜöó äëÜçñÑñÖó½ £ ß：¿áüÜ0 

¡：¿á¡：ïö0 ÜôíïÖó¡：ç öí ü¡：¿, Ñ¿　 öÜÇÜ àÜß Üöëó½íöó ÇëÜÖöÜçÖ：üñ ú Ç¿óßüñ äÜÖ　öö　 äëÜ 

¡ëñíöóçÖ：ïöá Öí ÜëÜ¡íê íÖÇ¿：úïá¡Ü； ½Üçó. どí¡ñ ÑÜï¿：Ñ¢ñÖÖ　 ½Ü¢ñ ßÜöó äëÜçñÑñÖó½ Ü 

½íúßÜöÖ：ú Ñóä¿Ü½Ö：ú ëÜßÜö：. 
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APPENDIX A 

Questionnaire 

(English version) 

Creativity – creativity is a process while we form and express new ideas, which ideas will 

probably be useful. On the one hand, creativity means to create completely nouveau things. On 

the other hand, it means the creation of new things from the given. 

1. What do you think: is creativity a privilege of the few or is everybody creative in different 

ways? Please explain your answer briefly. 

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

2. How would you evaluate your creativity? Give your answer by rating it on a 1-to-5 scale 

where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘absolutОlв’. JustТПв/ОбplaТn вour ansаОr brТОПlв...............  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

3. How important is creativity for you in everyday life? Give your answer by rating it on a 1-to-5 

scale where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘absolutОlв’. JustТПв/ОбplaТn вour ansаОr brТОПlв......  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

4. How important is creativity for you in the process of learning? Give your answer by rating it 

on a 1-to-5 scale where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘absolutОlв’. JustТПв/ОбplaТn вour 

answer briefly. ...................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

5. What is your opinion: to what extent do creativity and language learning relate to each other? 

Give your answer by rating it on a 1-to-5 scale where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means 

‘absolutОlв’. JustТПв/ОбplaТn вour ansаОr brТОПlв. .............................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

6. How important is creativity for you in the process of English language learning? Give your 

answer by rating it on a 1-to-5 scale where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘absolutОlв’. 

Justify/explain your answer briefly. ..................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  
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7. Is creativity necessary for you in the process of English language learning? Give your answer 

by rating it on a 1-to-5 scale where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘absolutОlв’. JustТПв/ОбplaТn 

your answer briefly. ...........................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

8. Is it necessary for you to use your creativity in the English language classroom while doing 

exercises? Give your answer by rating it on a 1-to-5 scale where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means 

‘absolutОlв’. JustТПв/ОбplaТn вour ansаОr brТОПlв. .............................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

9. Is it necessary for you to use your creativity while doing the homework in the English 

language? Give your answer by rating it on a 1-to-5 scale where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means 

‘absolutОlв’. Justify/explain your answer briefly. .............................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

10. To what extent do you usually use your creativity in the process of English language 

learning: while doing exercises in the classroom? Give your answer by rating it on a 1-to-5 scale 

where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘absolutОlв’. JustТПв/ОбplaТn вour ansаОr brТОПlв...............  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

11. To what extent do you usually use your creativity in the process of English language 

learning: while doing your homework? Give your answer by rating it on a 1-to-5 scale where 1 

means ‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘absolutОlв’. JustТПв/ОбplaТn вour ansаОr brТОПlв. ...........................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

12. To what extent do you usually use your creativity in the process of English language 

learning: while preparing for a word test? Give your answer by rating it on a 1-to-5 scale where 1 

means ‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘absolutОlв’. JustТПв/ОбplaТn вour ansаОr brТОПlв. 

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

13. To what extent do you usually use your creativity in the process of English language 

learning: while preparing for a progress test? Give your answer by rating it on a 1-to-5 scale 

where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘absolutОlв’. JustТПв/ОбplaТn вour ansаОr brТОПlв...............  
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 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

14. Do you usually use creative methods while preparing for the English language class? If yes, 

please name these methods. 

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  
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APPENDIX B 

Interview protocol 

(English version) 

1. What does creativity mean to you? 

2. Do you think that creativity plays an important role in the process of teaching and learning the 

English language? 

3. Based on your own points of view, what kind of role does creativity play in the process of 

teaching and learning the English language? 

4. In your opinion, who has to be more creative: the teacher or the pupils? 

5. Is it necessary for a teacher to be creative? 

6. Does an English language teacher need to use his/her creativity more often than other 

teachers? If yes, why and how does it show itself according to your experience? 

7. Were there any situations when pupils with their own creativity surprised you? If yes, how did 

it happen? 

8. Are there concrete situations when you remind your pupils to use their creativity? If yes, in 

what kind of situations?  

9. Do you think that developing learning creativity as a teacher/language teacher is important? If 

yes, are there opportunities for that? 
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NYILATKOZAT 

 

Alulírott, KoЯпcs AlОбandra KТttТ angol sгakos hallgatя, kijelentem, hogy a dolgozatomat a II. 

RпkяcгТ FОrОnc KпrpпtalУaТ Magвar FQТskolпn, a FТlolяgТa tansгцkОn kцsгítОttОm, angol nвОlЯ цs 

Тrodalom tanпrТ diploma mОgsгОrгцsО ЯцgОtt. 

KТУОlОntОm, hogв a dolgoгatot mпs sгakon korпbban nОm ЯцdtОm mОg, saУпt munkпm 

ОrОdmцnвО, цs csak a hТЯatkoгott Пorrпsokat (sгakТrodalom, Оsгköгök stb.) hasгnпltam ПОl. 

Tudomпsul ЯОsгОm, hogв dolgoгatomat a II. RпkяcгТ FОrОnc KпrpпtalУaТ Magвar 

FQТskola könвЯtпrпnak KцгТrattпrпban hОlвОгТk Оl. 

 


